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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Are You and
Your Horse
Graduating?
At this time of the year you would 
have to be oblivious to the term 
“Graduation” or what it means to 
high school seniors. Or are you? Is 
it an ending point for them or a be-

ginning? Does it celebrate years of training and success or is it just 
another ordinary day in their lifetime.

Really the answers to these questions are up to the individual and 
what they have tried to accomplish or your perception of them.

I have the pleasure, this year, to 
have been a small part in the lives 
of several young men and women 
that I am extremely proud of. Each 
is excelling in one way or another 
because they have the desire to 
do so and their family, friends, and 
teachers have invested countless 
hours of effort into training them.  
Is their training over or will they 
continue to progress?  Time and 
effort will tell their story.

These young people are doing well because someone, or in most 
cases, many people have cared enough to spend the time and ef-
fort necessary to teach them what is true and correct. I would 
probably not have the same high regard for them if they had been 
taught false and incorrect principals.

Our horses, like ourselves, can be measured in the same way. Are 
we at a point that we think that our lives or abilities have peaked 
or are we trying to graduate to a higher level of understanding and 
performance.

They say that we are teaching are horses something every time 
that we are with them. Are you teaching correct principals and 
developing good habits or have you slipped into the trap of using 
incorrect and easy ways to ride and train.

They also say that when we handle or ride our horse they become 
a mirror of who we are and how we feel that day. Since they have 
the innate ability to read and feel body language better than we 
do, they are more honest with how things are in the present than 
we are. When you look into your horse mirror what do you see? Is 
it what you think you are or not? Do you like what you see or not? 
These are pretty big questions.

I know that when I look at my horses that I have had the longest I 
can see and feel things that I have taught them correctly and also 
incorrectly. I can also tell when I have learned something good 
they have too. The truth is, it is my responsibility to learn well so 
that I can teach well. 

It takes time and effort to invest in a promising future for both 
young people and young horses.

May God bless us all with the time, knowledge and abilities to 
teach wisely and “Graduate With Honors”.

Rahn Greimann, 
Owner / Publisher
Performance Horse Digest

http://www.horsedigests.com/subscribe/
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To teach your horse to move off a neck-rein 
while keeping proper form is a mindful pro-
cess. It requires that you, as the rider, be 
self-policing and ever vigilant. A common 
mistake when introducing neck-reining oc-
curs when a rider pulls the rein across the 
horse’s neck, which creates drag on the 
hack-amore, thereby tipping the horse’s 
nose in the wrong direction. Avoid such a 
transgression by changing your thinking. 
Do not neck-rein your horse by shoving him 
away from the outside rein, but by giving him 
an opening into which he can move.

Introduce the new neck-rein command on fa-
miliar ground when your animal is quiet and 
calm. The backing-turn previously used to 
connect his face to his hind feet is a great 
place to start. Since your horse already is 
accustomed to the movement and his body 
can take the ideal form, adding the neck-rein 
here begins a good habit from day one.

Perform the backing-turn as before, but this 
time, as you increase the pull and bumping 
on the turn-rein, or direct rein, apply the 
outside rein in a rubbing motion against your 
horse’s neck. Take care to have no contact 
on the hackamore with the outside, rubbing 
rein; your horse should feel only the mecate 
against his hide. The rubbing neck-rein tells 
your horse to move away while the direct 
rein tells him where to go and how to get 
there.

Being a creature of habit, your horse with 
repetition can move his form to function 
smoothly, eventually moving off the neck-
rein to stay between both reins while carry-
ing his body in the ideal form with the face-
to-foot connection. This time-consuming 
process is not learned in a matter of weeks 
or months, but is instilled in your horse 
throughout his entire journey in the hacka-
more.

After studying horses, horsemanship, and 
numerous competitive events for over 40 
years, I have concluded that we ingrain “left” 
into our equine athletes.

Consider these facts:
· After the foal is born, we halter break them, 
leading them with our right hand on their left 
side and we continue leading the horse on 
the left side their entire life span.
· When we blanket and saddle, we approach 
from the left side. Then comes the halter and 

bridle, which are both handled from the left.
· For those of you that remember the old 
style side-by-side trailers that were popular 
before slant loads, these also contributed 
to “left syndrome.” When hauling a single 
horse, you hauled them on the left side be-
cause of pot holes and tire problems on the 
shoulder side.
· Next comes riding. After catching and lead-
ing, we saddle on the left, mount on the left, 
solidifying the left eye relationship. As if 
this is not enough, most riders never truly 
straighten the saddle after mounting and it 
is out of balance – to the left.
· And there is more! The majority of riders are 
right handed. When working, they pull more 
firmly with the right, so the horse is stiffer on 
that side and softer on the left. Because of 
all the attention to that particular side, most 
horses bend, turn, and respond better in that 
direction. In addition, most are also right leg 
dominant, which adds to the horse going 
better left and taking that left lead.

To remedy the left syndrome problem, we 
must concentrate on the right side. Start in 
the breaking process by focusing your atten-
tion on the right side of the horse. When you 
mount, be sure to fully straighten the saddle. 
Ride balanced and work two to three times 
more on the right turns, circles, and leads. 
Be sure to incorporate your left leg and hand 
purposefully into your everyday rides. Soft-

ening your right hand and leg will help also. 
When riding with one hand (left) on the reins, 
keep your hand neutral and in the middle and 
when pulling, pull straight, not to your left 
hip.

In conclusion, to fix what’s “left” in yourself 
and your horse…think right!
~Al

Al Dunning is credited with 
32 world-championship 
and reserve-championship 
titles. The knowledge 
and passion he shares in 
his clinics, videos, and 
lessons have molded not 
only average students, but 
also some of today’s most 
successful professional 
horse trainers. Dunning’s 
ability to reach people 
comes from his love of 
horses and out of respect to 
the mentors in his own life. 
For more information go to 
www.AlDunning.com

by Al Dunning

Introduce the
NECK-REIN

Left-Sided Syndrome
When introducing the neck-rein, the 

outside rein should only rub against the 
horse’s neck without making any real 

contact with the hackamore.

http://aldunning.com
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I get asked the question often:  What size of arena 
do you prefer to train in?  My answer:  The bigger 
the better.

In the north country that can be tough because 
of the winter months.  We are confined to in-door 
arenas and some of them can be small.  Small is 
better than nothing but as soon as I can, I am in a 
bigger out door arena or out side.  There are sev-
eral problems that can arise from using a small 
pen.  Horses will tend to get chargey and pushy 
in a small pen; especially in reining maneuvers or 
fence work training.  In our rundowns to stop, they 
will either get chargey or short out, not wanting to 
free up and move out.  Our horses are thinking: 
it’s such a short distance, the wall is right there, 
if I fly down there I’ll get to stop or they think the 
wall is so close I’m not going to run so they move, 
bound up, with the stop on their mind.

Lead changes are a big thing that can be tough in 
a small pen.  When we ask for a lead change, our 
horses can get pushy and chargey because they 
know if they resist us a wall will come soon and 
they will have to turn, often times allowing them 
to get out of changing for us.  Horses have to be 
loping free, relaxed and not pushing or leaning in 
order to change leads, lope circles, rundowns or 
stop effectively and smoothly.  When they are in a 
small pen it is just natural they are going to lean 
on the walls.  The solution…..wide open spaces.

As soon as I can I get my horse out 
into the open spaces; such as a pas-
ture or a bean field, where I have a 
lot of room to free up my horse and 
take the pushiness out of them.  I’ll 
start off by loping circles, then put my 
hand down or turn loose of the reins 
and see where my horse will take me. 
Just let him go.  If my horse drifts to 
the right I will pick up and pull him to 
the left.  If he drifts or leans to the left, 
I will pull him to the right.  Whichever 
way he pushes or leans, I will pull him 
the opposite way to eventually take 
all the push and lean out of them and 
teach our horse to stay right with us 
and to wait on us to tell them which 
way to go.  I will also use a straight gravel road 
to help take the lean and push out of my horses 
when I am working on lead changes.

A common problem when working on lead chang-
es in a small pen is that the horse will get chargey 
and lean because they know if they get to the wall 
first it’s harder for you to change them and they 
have to turn.  On a straight gravel road a horse 
gets chargey, pushy or speeds up, I let him and 
keep asking him to change.  After about five miles 
of that he’s looking to slow down and back off be-
cause they start to realize that there is no fence to 

stop at or no end to this pen.  He also has no way 
to judge when I will ask him for a lead change 
like they can in the arena to help take away the 
anticipation which removes the pushiness from 
the lead change.

So keep in mind when we are training for lead 
changes, circles or rundowns. If our horses get 
pushy or chargey, maybe it’s time to get into a 
big arena or better yet out into the wide open to 
help get our horses relaxed, freed up and take out 
some of the anticipation.

Till next time, keep riding.

Monty Bruce is a multi-
time Reined Cow Horse 
and Reining Futurity and 
Derby champion. Monty, his 
assistants, and students have 
won numerous World and 
Reserve championships and are 
continuing to succeed in the 
show pen.

The Monty Bruce Training 
Center is a full service equine 
facility that specializes in Reined 
Cow Horse, Reining, and the 
Performance Horse.  The Center 
strives to provide superior care 
and training for all equine needs. 
Visit MontyBruce.com for more 
info.

Does Arena 
Size Matter?

by Monty Bruce
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Excitement was in the air, and the 23rd Annual Josey Reunion was fi-
nally here. Former Josey students were in Marshall, Texas, at Josey 
Ranch, and the fun, competition, and excitement was about to begin. 
By Thursday afternoon the grounds of the Josey Ranch were filled from 
front to back with competitor’s trailers, with more entering the gates 
consistently.  Josey contestants lined up waiting their turn for exhibi-
tion runs. With the Josey Reunion being an open barrel race for anyone 
who had attended a Josey School or Clinic since establishment in 1967, 
all ages were represented, from 7 to 72. The same look could be seen 
in the eyes of competitors regardless of age, the look of determination 
to do well in this competition. World Champion hosts, R.E. and Martha 
Josey were visiting with each and every one. 

The Circle Y Exhibitions were closed at 6pm. A demonstration of how to 
keep competition horses pain free through the weekend was shared by 
Jay and Sandi Thurston of Lifewave/Aculife patches. At 7pm it was time 
for the first contest of the 2016 Reunion: the Pole Bending Competition 
presented by Priefert Farm, Ranch, and Rodeo Equipment. 

The competitors each anxiously awaited their turn to weave their way 
through the pole pattern. The crowds clung to the arena fences excited 
that the Reunion competition was finally underway. As the competition 
drew to an end the cheers went up for the fastest time of 20.625 for 
the evening as Tess Hardman of Atoka, Oklahoma on her horse, Iceman, 
was crowned Pole Bending Champion of the 2016 Josey Reunion. The 
covered Josey indoor exercise arena was lined with banners of some of 
the great barrel stallions ever.  In the open competition arena you could 
tell Josey Ranch had teamed up with some of the greatest sponsors, 
and banners were displayed proudly. 

Contestants, their families, Josey staff, and spectators were all up early 
Friday morning in anticipation of the 1st Go of barrel racing presented 
by Wrangler. As the flag was presented, followed by a prayer, and the 
national anthem, the threat of the overcast skies could not distract from 
the energy felt around the Josey Arena. The first contestant entered the 
alley, Little Britches Rodeo Queen, Elise Wade from Enid, Oklahoma. She 
pulled her hat down tight ready to begin this great event. She flew from 
the alley and the race was on.  

There was no doubt the 455 contestants had travelled to the Josey 
Ranch to win, as contestant after contestant gave their all throughout 
the day.  Because R.E. and Martha have had schools and clinics for 50 
years, which is a national record, many trainers came with their horses. 
From time to time a few drops of rain fell onto the riders. Truly, all ages 
of barrel racers were represented during the day. This year additional 
awards would be named. This year we had an added incentive for paint 
horses, and the winner would be given a beautiful Gist buckle. Riders 
with paint horses were all over the ranch. There would be three Senior 
Championships to be awarded, instead of just the one in previous years. 
This brought even more competition within the event. There would be 
a 50+ Champion, a 60+ Champion, and a 70+ Champion. As the day of 
the 1st Go neared the end, the last runner left the arena. 80 contestants 
from the day were named to advance to the finals on Sunday. The fast-
est time of the day was held by Shea-Lynn Leach of Gunter, Texas, on 
Berthas Dancer with 16.486.  Leading the 2D was Katherine Cisneros 
of Brownsville, Texas on Heavenly Talent with 16.980. The 3D leader 
was Stefanie Green of Jacksonville, Texas, on Cross Creek Awesome at 
17.475 and the 4D leader was Anna King of Gilmer, Texas on her horse, 
Dexter, with 18.487.     

With rain falling overnight at the Josey Ranch, Savoy Rosser and his 
great Josey Staff on their Fish & Still John Deere tractors went to work 
early preparing the arena for another super day of barrel racing. It was 
time to start the 2nd day of the Josey Reunion, the 2nd Go presented by 
MVP – Med Vet Pharmaceuticals. The current arena record had been set 
the day after a 9” rainfall, so with the overnight rain, everyone knew it 
was going to be fast ground in the Josey Arena.

Saturday, the day was perfect East Texas weather. Outside the arena, 
the Josey Ranch somewhat resembled a county fair with trailers sport-
ing big screen TV’s, vendor tents, concession stands, and hundreds of 
spectators filling all available areas. Those who could not be there in 
person, watched the action via the Barrel Horse News internet feed as 
Mark Burt videoed the action. But in the Josey arena, the focus was 
restricted to 3 barrels. Run after run continued through the day with a 
soundtrack of cheers as crowd favorites excited with favorable times 
and the occasional “Awww” as a barrel was tipped. The action did not 
stop until near 11pm that evening. As the barrels were rolled away 
for the day, the 40 qualifiers were announced over the speakers. Dana 
Haas from Kiln, Mississippi, lead the day on her horse, TWR She Steal 
Famous with a run of 16.012.  The 2D leader was Abby Phillips of Mar-
shall, Texas, on Crown Ta Fame with a time of 16.554. The 3D was led by 
Brynn Watson of Mt. Vernon, Texas, on Superman with 17.014, and 4D 
leader was Ashley Rolston of Burleson, Texas, on Shes Gone To Vegas 
with an 18.020.

The traditional Sunday morning church service was held at 8:30am. 
After a moving, motivational message from Coy Huffman, seven schol-
arships were awarded to contestants who were continuing their educa-
tion. Sonny Bit O’ Both, Martha’s horse, is the only horse in history to 
win both the AQHA and WPRA in the same year. To pay tribute to him a 
very special “Sonny Bit O Both – Horse with the Most Heart Award” was 
presented to Pamella Randall for her 22 year old horse, Reed O Lena, 
who has not only taken care of Pamella for years, but also many guests 
from around the globe while visiting the Josey Ranch.

As the tractor drivers prepared the ground after the church service, 
the 160 qualifying contestants from 15 states saddled up for the last 
time of the 2016 Reunion for the Short Go Finals presented by Reba 
McEntire. It seems as though the Sunday afternoon clean slate final’s 
competitors just got faster as the day ticked by. The run sheets were 
being marked repeatedly with 16 second runs. 

by Martha Josey

The Superbowl of Barrel Racing
The 23rd Annual Josey Reunion Barrel Race
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With the entire Josey Ranch and spectators suspended in disbelief of 
perhaps the best barrel race of the year going on before their eyes, 
attention did not stray from the arena for long as the 160 contestants 
rode with heart and soul. As the number of riders warming up in the 
covered arena dwindled down to just a few waiting to run, Ryanne Pe-
done from Sunset, Texas on NNN Firewater Alive, put the crowd on their 
feet with a run of 16.167. The tension tightened.
Soon, as the returning Reunion Champion, Blaise Bercegeay’s name 
was announced as “up next” on Easily Smashed Toast. Blaise entered 
the arena as a champion should, making the barrels and reentering 
the alley with a time of 16.134. She had taken the lead from Pedone. 
Hamburg, Arkansas barrel racer, James Barnes was the next to run. 
He had to run his best to top Blaise’s time, and he did just that with 
his horse Kodiac Kowboy running 16.010. Even the veteran sponsors 
who have attended literally hundreds of barrel races were now cling-
ing to the arena fence to see what would happen next. There were 
two contestants left Dana Haas of Kiln, Mississippi, and Pete Oen from 
Ardmore, Oklahoma. Both competitors hold a reputation for being fierce 
competitors when it came down to the wire. Dana Haas shot from the 
alley on her horse Lil Miss Runaway. With so many of the top times just 
hundredths of a second apart, as little as a wide turn or overturned 
barrel could change the outcome of the whole event. Dana rounded the 
first barrel perfectly. Turning the second barrel, Lil Miss Runaway dug 
in and headed for third. The crowd held its breath as she rounded the 
third barrel and exploded toward the alley. Dana crossed the timer line 
with a 15.944 and everyone went wild with excitement. She had won 
in this arena before as she was the Josey Jr. World Champion in 2003. 
Now, she was in the winner’s circle again. 

The cheers silenced quickly as Randy Adams announced the final 
contestant, “From Ardmore, Oklahoma, Pete Oen riding Holdmall The 
Seizes.” This was the moment that makes champions. This is when 
every minute in the practice pen is added up to make a difference. 
There was no room for a single error. The pattern must be perfect. Pete 

blasted from the alleyway. It was time to be a true champion. Pete hit 
the pocket perfect on the first barrel. Every footstep of Holdmall The 
Seizes could be heard as the second barrel was cleared. This was going 
to be close. As the Dana Haas fans held their breath and others watched 
in stillborn suspense, Pete rounded the third barrel and headed home. 
As the timer line was crossed, the scoreboard flashed 15.898. The fi-
nal run had won the event. You could almost hear the sigh of relief as 
the tension in the air gave way to celebration and admiration of Pete’s 
victory. Pete Oen was the 2016 Josey Reunion Champion.  With excite-
ment still in the air, Olympic Medalist, Martha Josey, on horseback in-
terviewed Pete Owen. The awards stage was set for the Big Tex Trailers 
Awards Ceremony. You could see the pride in MVP owner, Dale Steege’s 
face as his sponsorship and belief in Pete Oen had just taken him to 
the winner’s stage, right beside Pete. The top 40 contestants lined up 
beside their large buckets overflowing with prizes as the Josey Big 
Tex Cimarron trailer lined with Polylast Flooring was displayed in the 
Josey Arena. Displayed in the arena for everyone to see. The Billy Cook 
and Circle Y saddles lined the stage, as the D champions chose which 
would be theirs. The Bob Berg buckles waited to be awarded. With an 
air of disbelief for the contest everyone had just witnessed, the prizes 
were awarded.  

As our Josey Reunion Champion, Pete Oen received a great Big Tex 
Cimarron Trailer with Polylast flooring, a Circle Y Josey-Mitchell saddle, 
a Bob Berg trophy buckle, and more prizes than Pete could carry to his 
trailer.

As the arena cleared, and saddles, saddle stands, and prizes were load-
ed into the trailers, many contestants crossed the Josey cattle guard 
again to return to their homes until their next visit to the Josey Ranch. 
Many of the contestants under the age of 20 returned to their trailers. 
They had four days to relax and concentrate on the following weekend. 
Tony McCullough, Josey Marketing Director said, “The Josey Jr. World 
is less than a week away.” 

Top Young Guns
The 35th Annual Josey Jr. World

It was the Friday morning of the 35th Annual Josey Jr. World. The weather 
forecast was predicting a near perfect weekend for this incredible event. 
Once again the Josey Ranch was filled from front to back with horse trailers, 
RV’s, and motor homes that had travelled from across the nation with hopes 
of leaving with the Josey Jr World Championship. Over 15 travelled over 
1000 miles. The crowd poured in early. After paying tribute to God and our 
great country, the 1st Go presented by Wrangler, was underway. Hannah Fre-
diana of Cleveland, Texas, was the first run of the day. As the morning turned 
into afternoon, then evening, there could not have been a more intense air 
of competition from the 450 young contestants. As the day came to a close, 
announcer Randy Adams announced the 80 names of the daily qualifiers for 
the Sunday Short Go Finals. Patton Ann Lynch of Crawford, Texas, was sitting 
on top of the 1D for the day  with a time of 16.068 she had achieved on her 
horse, Firin To Be A Hero. The 2015 Jr. World Champion, Sierra Chapman held 
a close reserve time of 16.137. The 2D leader was Wyatte Grace Andrews 
of Winnsboro, Texas, on her horse, Star Figure “Judge” at  16.579. The 3D 
was led by Abi Depriest of Tenaha, Texas, on Hez Aces Maverick at 17.084 
and the 4D leader was Sarrah Elizabeth Chappell from Colquitt, Georgia, on 
Bandit at 18.069.

Saturday morning marked the second day of the Jr. World and the Fiber En-
ergy Products Second Go. The young contestants who had made the trip 
from over 30 states to compete in this event pulled their hats down and 
focused on nothing but scoring a winning time for the day. As the crowd in 
attendance was entertained from time to time by Purina Ambassador, Ernie 
Rodina, host of the national radio show “Better Horses”, nothing surpassed 

the barrel race of thrills and heightened competiveness taking place in the 
arena. These young riders were determined they were not going home today. 
80 more from the 2nd go would advance to the finals, so the fight was on. 
As the 2nd Go results were announced that evening, another 80 names were 
announced to get ready for the Short Go the following day. The 2nd Go was 
led by Rio Flaharty from El Dorado, Kansas, and her horse, KS Wonder Bug 

Continued on page 24 >
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Recently I revisited my Insights Interview with 
Dr. Jim Loehr, “How to Find True Success in 
Riding.” During the Q&A portion of the pro-
gram, the question was asked, “How do I over-
come a mental block after a tragic event?”  

Because this is a question many of us can re-
late to, I decided to share Dr. Loehr’s powerful 
answer. Here is the transcript of the Q&A.

I think it’s worthy to note that Sylvia’s tragic 
event was a horse injury. However, the ad-
vice given may be applied to any event that 
is deemed as tragic … physical, mental or 

emotional. 

SYLVIA:

“How do we overcome a 
mental block after a tragic 
event?”  

For an example, a year ago 
my really good barrel horse 
broke his leg in our final run 
and after the finish line dur-
ing our championship event. 
He finished 4th out of 330.  

After a long ordeal by the 
grace of God, his life has 
been spared.  He will not 
ever be ridden again but he 
is alive and with me.  I just 
want to say that before he 
broke his leg we had really 
started to excel and get to 
the top in our competitions 
running on the heels of some 
of the top barrel racers.  

This was made possible 
by listening to your mental 
toughness CDs for barrel 
racing and reading the gift 
and putting the toughness 
training to work.  Now I must 
say that I’m having a super 
tough time finding the moti-
vation,” and she has that in 
caps again.  “I do love riding 
the horses and being in the 
game.  However, I’m not sure 
if I’m willing to potentially 

sacrifice the animals to do it.  

I still have the butterflies and my heart pounds 
when I think of running barrels again.  How-
ever, I have not competed since.  Any sugges-
tions would be appreciated.  Thank you for do-
ing the webcast.

DR. LOEHR:

Well, Sylvia, that’s a very moving and very real 
kind of issue that you raise.  You’re obviously 
someone who cares deeply about the impact 
you have on your horses.  

And you know the trauma to the horse cre-
ated a great trauma in you and you kind of  felt 
somehow responsible.  
 
I wonder if you had broken you leg if you’d 
have the same hesitation?  My guess is you 
wouldn’t because you kind of – I guess you 
feel more responsible for taking the horse 
through that.  But I can understand that until 
you work this through, you know, you will not 
feel right about it.  
 
And I guess you have to kind of get to a point 
where you feel like this is not just a joy for you 
but it’s also a joy for the horse, that barrel rac-
ing is something the horse gets a lot out of and 
really enjoys doing.  And as in almost anything 
in life, there are risks.  
 
And your horse survived but you kind of have 
to come to peace with this notion that  just as 
this has brought you great joy, it also brings 
great joy and not pain normally to the horses 
that you’re riding and training and the inter-
actions you have with them and all  the time 
you’re spending with them.  
  
And there is a great sense of connection be-
tween you that you wouldn’t have if it were 
not for all the training and sacrificing and stuff 
that you make to make this possible.  

So you know, I would say that the most im-
portant thing you can do is to sit down and 
write all your feelings out about it and then 
try to create kind of a new story.  If  you want 
to make this happen, you’re going to have 
to create a new story that actually changes 
the meaning of that accident for you and the 
horse.  
 
And if you’re able to see this in a light that for 
you is very real, that it really isn’t putting your 
horse at a great risk, there’s a risk in every-
thing.  And that in fact the relationship that 
you have and the time you spend in training 
them and so forth and  the joy that you get will 
be transferred to the horse.  And this is just 
kind of the way that you develop an incredible 
relationship with this animal.  
 
That it’s – now, if it was animal after animal 
getting hurt, you might have a different take 
on it.  But I don’t know the incidence of injury, 
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Barbra  is a personal performance coach for all 
riders, a cutting horse trainer, author, speaker, 
clinician and 2012 National Cowgirl Hall of Fame 
Inductee.  Visit her Blog and signup to receive her 
FREE monthly email newsletter, “News From 
Barbra”.  Go now to BarbraSchulte.com.

I don’t know what that is but I know for instance in gymnastics and 
in other sports, the injury is like incredible,  you know, that there’s all 
kinds of risks involved.   
But you know it’s another kind of area to deal with when you’re dealing 
with something different.  But it’s not unlike a parent saying I want my 
kid to be involved in gymnastics and they end up getting hurt all the 
time.  
 
Well, there has to be a story that makes it all worthwhile.  And so I 
would start there and you can change your thinking.  You can change 
your story and work it hard enough, but you’ve got to get the purpose 
right and understand why this is important for you.
 
And why this is now something that you believe again is – it’s actually 
not just a nice thing or it’s okay to do but it’s something that you re-
ally feel will add a lot of great things to your life and to the horses that 
you’re training.  And if you can get there you’ll be back and if you don’t, 
you won’t.  
 
But if you really want to make that happen, that’s how I would start with 
you until you got a story that actually – we live our life through stories 
and if you get a story that works for you, you know, maybe the story you 
currently have you can’t get there.  
 
But there will be a story that will allow you to compete again if you want 
to do that and be great and really be at peace about it.  And so that story 
is there but you have to work to find it.

Email 
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by Richard Winters

Many years ago I lived right across the street 
from the national reined cow horse Hall of 
Fame member Tommy Sondgroff. I was a 
young horse trainer with a small stable trying 
to raise my young family. Tommy was gracious 
enough to give me some young horses to start 
and was always willing to help me with my 
horsemanship.

On one occasion, 
after delivering a 
young horse back 
to him, he made 
the following com-
ment: “Richard, 
after a month you 
have these colts 
going really well. 
They can walk, 
trot, lope, stop, 
back up and move 
off your leg. That’s 
all great. However, 
you’re missing one thing. These colts are not 
soft in their face. When you pick up the reins, 
they don’t break at the pole and yield their 
heads back to your hands. That’s a missing 
piece in your program.”

I wasn’t immediately able to go out and fix that 
“missing piece” in my horsemanship program. 
However, 25 years later I now know exactly 
what he meant. Today head and neck control 
and having a horse soft in their face is a top 
priority in my training program and my horses 
early development.

If a horse will not stay soft in their face when 
you are guiding and directing them, you’re 
probably not going to like the feel of any ma-
neuver you’re trying to perform. If a horse is 
stiff in his face and sticks his nose up and 
out, there’s a pretty good chance that he is 
also hollow in his back and not in an athletic 
frame. It’s all about developing a soft feel. It’s 

the ability for me to pick up on the reins 
and have my horse soften and come back 
to my hands saying, “Yes sir. What can I 
do for you?” One of my mentors is fond of 
saying, “If a horse sticks his head above 
the saddle horn, all their brains run out 
into their neck and they can’t think!”

In my program, this all begins as my 
horse learns to back up. At first my 
horse just makes a connection to 
his feet and yields backwards when 
I pick up on the reins. However, as 
time goes on I’m also looking for him 

to get soft, break at the pole and bring his 
nose to a vertical position to the ground. 
At this point, I find value in using my legs 
along with my hands to achieve this soft-
ness. Pressing and releasing with my legs 
in harmony with my hands helps my horse 
to pick up his back and soften in his face 
as he yield backwards. When I have my 

young horse com-
fortably yielding his 
face in the back up, 
I’m now ready to 
ask for the soft feel 
with forward mo-
mentum.

When developing 
the soft feel with 
forward momen-
tum it is important 
that you reward the 
slightest try and 
that you don’t get 

greedy with what you’re trying to achieve. 
When asking for beginning steps of what 
will ultimately be collection. I make the fol-
lowing promise to 
my horse. “Step 
forward into this 
bridle and give me 
your face. I prom-
ise I will give it 
back to you.”

To teach my horse 
the soft feel I hold 
with my hands 
and drive with my 
legs. At first it can 
be confusing for 
my horse as he 
feels like I am pushing on the brakes and the 
gas pedal at the same time. This is when you 
have to reward the slightest try. As I start my 

horse forward, if I feel the slightest softening 
and yielding in his face I immediately release 
and let him walk off on a loose rein.

Collection is a combination of vertical flexion 
with impulsion. We ask for vertical flexion with 
our hands and impulsion with our legs. Our 

hands slow down the front end while our legs 
speed up the hind end. Some trainers refer to 
this as “driving the horse up into the bridle”. 
Imagine a stick. It is dead and lifeless. How-
ever, if you could put something in front of the 
stick to hold it and then begin to push the oth-
er end of the stick, it would begin to bow. Now 
you can put a string on this bow and shoot an 
arrow clear across the valley. The stick now 
has life and energy. This is what proper col-
lection does. We soften the face, drive from 
behind and the horse’s back comes up in an 
athletic frame.

This all needs to begin at the slowest speeds. 
I would never ask for a soft feel and vertical 
flexion at the trot if my horse were not com-
fortable traveling in a collected frame at the 

walk. And of course 
I would never ask 
for collection at the 
lope if he had not 
mastered this ma-
neuver at the walk 
and trot. It’s impor-
tant to understand 
that being in frame 
and collected is 
physically and men-
tally fatiguing for a 
young horse. If you 
ask for too much 
too soon, they will 

get tired and frustrated and start bracing and 
leaning on your hands. That soft feel that you 
were acquiring will quickly disappear.

Is Your Horse’s
Head in The Game?
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For over 35 years Richard has dedicated himself to honing his horsemanship 
skills and to passing this knowledge on to others. Richard’s credentials 
extend from the rodeo arena and high desert ranches of the west to being a 
highly sought after horse trainer and horsemanship clinician.

Richard Winters horsemanship journey has earned him Colt Starting 
and Horse Showing Championship titles. Obtaining his goal of a World 
Championship in the National Reined Cow Horse Association became a reality 
in 2005. He is an AA rated judge. Another of Richard’s horsemanship goals 
was realized with his 2009 Road to the Horse Colt Starting Championship. 
Richard has returned as the Horseman’s Host for 5 consecutive years. Being 
a Top Five Finalist at the Cowboy Dressage World Finals was a great way to 
end our 2015 show season.
 
International travels include: Australia, Brazil, Canada, Mexico, Scotland, 
Sweden and Poland where he earned the European International Colt 
Starting Championship Title. Richard is a “Masterful Communicator” with 
horses and humans alike.
              
You can view Richard Winters Horsemanship programming on RFD-TV 
each Wednesday at 12:00 pm and 8:00 pm (PST).

We are happy to announce the 2016 release of Richard’s brand new book, 
“From Rider to Horseman” that was published by Western Horseman 
Magazine.
  
Richard and his wife Cheryl currently reside in Reno, Nevada, and invite 
you to “Connect” with Richard Winters Horsemanship on Facebook and 
YouTube. You can also read Winters horse training articles, published 
monthly, in many horse magazines.

For more information about Richard Winters Horsemanship please go to 
www.wintersranch.com.

Richard Winters 
Horsemanship 
will be airing 
on RFD-TV, 
Wednesdays 

in 2016

How long will you need to work on develop-
ing this soft feel? The answer is forever. There 
will always be a tendency for your horse to be 
a little lazy and slip out of an athletic frame. 
Just like a human athlete, a coach needs to 
be there to insist on excellence and help the 
player become better than they would ever be 
on his or her own. If you’re looking for more 
refinement, collection and athleticism then it’s 
important that you get your “horse’s head in 
the game”.

Choose from many model 
sizes and 3 styles: Mini, 

Standard, and Professional

Mini Model Pro Model

Standard Model

(208) 722-5116
www.parmacompany.com

Call now for pricing 
and availablity!

Visit our Website to   
order online and to 

find more information

http://www.wintersranch.com
http://parmacompany.com
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with a time of 15.921. Once again 2015 Champion, Cierra Chapman, held 
the reserve time of 16.002, followed by Kylar Terlip, with a run of 16.07. The 
times were fast. Everyone fell asleep that evening anxious for the incredible 
finals to begin the next day. The 2D leader was Regan Maxwell of Godley, 
Texas, on Joyce’s Thunder Six at 16.454. Leading the 3D was September 
Galyean from Flint, Texas, on MJ at 116.933, and top of the 4D was Kyla 
Stamps of Harwood, Texas, on Knee High GBK at 17.937.

It seemed everyone was up and out early at the Josey Ranch on Sunday 
morning. After an incredible church service led by Crystal Lyons atop her 
beautiful horse, Stryder, scholarships were awarded. Being Mother’s Day, 
a special award was presented to an outstanding mother, Tracie Brockhoff. 
Martha’s great horse Cebe Reed won 52 straight barrel races and 7 horse 
trailers. To honor him, the Cebe Reed Horse with the Most Heart Award was 
presented to Rylee Butler for her 17 year old horse, French Express. As the 
stage was cleared from the arena, there was a buzz from the crowd and 
contestants alike, as to who each thought would win this great event.

The Short Go presented by Reba McEntire was soon underway. Each con-
testant approached their run with determination and concentration. The 
crowd cheered as barrels were turned. Times in the 16’s fell throughout the 
afternoon. With each 16 announced, the tension and anxiety increased in 
competitors and spectators alike. As the run sheet was marked rider by rider, 
the barrel race narrowed to the last few competitors. Everyone knew this 
year’s winner would take the championship within a fraction of a second. 
Leading the race was Carly Taylor from  Tennessee on Dive Dinero, who had 
been the 124th run of the day with 16.086. Fast running Paris Jean, on Gold 
Mastercard, ran a 16.067.  As contestant #152, Cierra Chapman entered the 
alley, everyone wondered, would this young athlete from Oklahoma reign 
as champion in 2016? Could she beat a 16.067? Cierra’s horse Sun Frosted 
Rocket sprinted from the alley. Eyes were glued as she turned her first barrel 
and headed to the second. A heartbreaking “NO” came from the audience 
as Sierra tipped a barrel, and it seemed to fall in slow motion to the ground, 
giving her a “no time”. 

Next up, was London Gorham of Cotulla, Texas. As his friends and family 
watch with butterflies in their stomachs…once again a barrel was toppled. 
Three more contestants were left. Kylar Terlip, a returning Jr. World Cham-
pion, made her way from the holding pen on her equine teammate, Guys 
Voodoo Bug. It was time to take care of business. So many barrels had been 
tipped, knocking contestants out of the race today. She could not afford even 
the slightest of mistakes. She blasted from the alley…perfect execution 
around the first barrel…she cleared the second! Would she make a clean 
run, as her time was right on the money. Fourteen year old Kylar left the third 
barrel in an all-out sprint for the timer line. 16.014!!! She had taken the lead! 
  Patton Ann Lynch was stepping up on Jackie Jo Wells to take to the arena. 
Through cheers of encouragement, she made a clean run with all barrels 
standing, but had not cleared the arena in time to beat the standing 16.041. 
With one run remaining, Rio Flaharty was ready to make the last of the event. 
She had broken the out of the 16’s just the evening before with a time of 
15.921. Everyone knew she had the ability to win this event. Her horse Won-
der Bug exploded into the arena as the spectators all rose to their feet to see 
the determining run of the Josey Jr. World. As she rounded the barrels…the 
third barrel tipped and fell! It was a “no time”! The competition was over and 
the crowd went wild. Kylar Terlip was the 2016 Josey Jr. World Champion. 

She gave her horse, Guys Voodoo Bug praise, and thanked Purina and Equine 
Senior. AQHA, WPRA, NBHA World Champion Martha Josey interviewed her 
and asked her goals. She said, “To keep riding, finish high school, and be a 
pharmacist.”

The awards stage was set and the Big Tex trailer was pulled into the arena. 
The Top 40 Champions once again lined the arena as sponsors, families, and 
friends congratulated the new champion! The awards ceremony was set, 
and once again the Circle Y, Billy Cook, and Jerry Beagley saddles, Bob Berg 
buckles, buckets of prizes, and the checks were presented.

The Josey Reunion and Jr. World Barrel Races were once again a huge suc-
cess this year, according to Team Josey instructors. The Josey Arena can 

brag that more barrels have been run here than in any other arena in the 
world. It was the first arena to ever drag before 10 and the first arena to ever 
have more than one tractor. We drag after every five, then after every two 
in the Short Go. The excitement of the event as a whole was spectacular as 
they watched each competitor come down the alleyway. With display trail-
ers, vendor tents, concessions, Friday night fish fries and another year of 
champions crowned, the excitement of the 2016 Josey Reunion and Josey 
Jr. World still lingers on through the many social media pages, newspapers, 
and magazines across the nation. Congratulations and job well done to our 
Pole Benders, the senior champions, and the barrel racers of all ages who 
travelled to the Josey Ranch to compete this year. We wish you the best and 
many championships to come during the year. We hope to see you again in 
2017.

Many contestants from the Josey Reunion and the Josey Jr. World have 
stepped into the winner’s circle. Before or following their Josey Champion-
ships they have gone on to become World Champions of the AQHA, WPRA, 
and many other great organizations.  We look forward to watching the ca-
reers of our 2016 Josey Champions. 

Martha Josey personifies barrel racing for many people. 
She was the first and only cowgirl to qualify for the 
National Finals Rodeo in four consecutive decades. 
She has the distinction of winning both the AQHA and 
WPRA World Championships in the same year. Her 
career has stretched, win-to-win, over four decades. For 
more information, visit BarrelRacers.com.

For a complete list of winners to go
marthajosey.com

Continued fron page 19 >
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Control of Equine Influenza 
Requires Diligence

(On behalf of the Equine Research Coordination Group)

The 2007 outbreaks of equine influ-
enza (EI) in Japan and Australia are a 
jolting reminder that influenza viruses 
use simple but very effective strate-
gies for their own survival, and that our 
lack of attention allows this virus to 
create epidemics. One of those strate-
gies is very high contagiousness, with 
the capacity to infect large numbers of 
horses quickly within stables or across 
continents. Another is the ability to 
cause sub-clinical infections in par-
tially immune animals.

Equine influenza is a common upper 
respiratory disease, which prevents 
the horse from being exercised. Typical 
clinical signs include fever, nasal dis-
charge and a dry, hacking cough. Out-
breaks can produce significant prob-
lems for horse industries by disrupting 
exercise and horse transport. 

Equine influenza is enzootic in the 
USA, Canada, Europe, Scandinavia and 
South America (enzootic means con-
stantly present though affecting only 
a small number of animals at any one 
time). Most other parts of the world 
have seen repeated outbreaks. The 
historic exceptions were Australia, New Zea-
land and Iceland. Australia and New Zealand, 
which import and export horses, have manda-
tory vaccination and quarantine systems de-
signed to stop the viral disease, whereas for 
horses entering the United States, there are no 
specific regulations regarding EI. 

Where influenza is enzootic, its level of mor-
bidity (relative severity of disease) can range 
from severe to inapparent, depending on the 
animal’s prior exposure. But even in previ-
ously unexposed horses, with the exception 
of young foals, fatalities are rare. Once horses 
are infected by EI, opportunistic bacterial in-
vaders can cause secondary infections that 
produce more severe complications.

The EI outbreak in Japan started on Aug. 15, 
2007, and was largely under control within 
about one month, although scattered cases 
persisted through the autumn. The number of 
horses affected and severity of disease dur-
ing the outbreak were markedly less than 
Japan experienced in its most recent previ-
ous outbreak in 1971-72. The Japan Racing 
Association attributed the decrease to its 

long-standing requirement for twice-annual 
EI vaccinations. The virus isolated was highly 
similar to a known reference strain of EI, Wis-
consin/03. 

In the Australian EI outbreak, clinical signs of 
the index or earliest documented case were 
first observed on Aug. 17, 2007, in horses 
newly imported from Japan, the United King-
dom, Ireland and the U.S.A. that were quar-
antined in Sydney. These horses remained in 
quarantine, but on Aug. 22, other cases were 
observed elsewhere in Sydney. How the virus 
got past the quarantine may never be known.
The virus was most likely transmitted on 
clothing or equipment of persons who had 
contact with the imported horses, or on a con-
taminated horse trailer. It appears that EI was 
unknowingly transmitted to at least one resi-
dent horse that carried it to an event held 100 
miles away at Maitland on Aug. 18-19. Once 
there, it spread to many other horses and, in 
short order, EI was distributed to hundreds of 
premises in the states of New South Wales and 
Queensland in eastern Australia. 

Unlike Japan, resident horses in Australia 
were never vaccinated for EI. Thus, the popu-

lation was highly susceptible, and 
once introduced, EI was able to spread 
very rapidly. Movement restrictions 
on all horses were rapidly instituted, 
restricting the spread to eastern 
New South Wales and southeastern 
Queensland. No cases were identi-
fied elsewhere in Australia. Within the 
affected areas, over 50,000 horses 
contracted EI. Some fatalities were re-
ported and though the actual number 
is unknown, it appears to be very low.

The Australian government has pur-
sued a goal of eradication and return 
to EI-free status. It instituted a strate-
gic vaccination program on Sept. 17. 
However, the government’s aim is to 
stop vaccinating once the outbreak 
has burned itself out. The last known 
cases were reported on Dec. 24. 

Influenza is a moving target—the vi-
ruses mutate and gradually change so 
that the vaccinated horse’s immune 
system no longer recognizes them. 
Vaccines need to be updated to keep 
up with the changing virus. 

The Australian EI virus (Sydney/2007) 
is also very similar to the Wisconsin/03 strain. 
Vaccine strain recommendations since 2004 
include a Wisconsin/03-like strain, so these 
latest outbreaks do not change the recom-
mendations. At present, no EI vaccine has a 
strain more recent than 2002. The USDA has 
recently adopted a policy to streamline the up-
dating of EI vaccines, so it is to be hoped that 
vaccines with strains similar to Wisconsin/03 
and Sydney/07 will appear in short order.

What do we know?
• Horses transported internationally and not 
obviously infected themselves can spread dis-
eases.
• Horse owners, workers and veterinarians 
should always be conscious of the danger of 
transmission of EI or other contagious dis-
eases by passive transfer on objects such 
as clothing, equipment, horse trailers or un-
washed hands. 
• The EI virus particle is easily killed by soap 
or common disinfectants, but it can survive 
for hours or days in the environment and even 

Continued on page 30 >

by Thomas M. Chambers, PhD
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Here we are beginning another season at Hay 
Creek Ranch, year eleven. Can you believe it?  
It seems like Jody and I just started this ven-
ture yesterday.  I guess years pass by faster 
when you get old; at least that’s what I’ve 
been told.  Jody and I just got back to South 
Dakota a few days ago from Arizona and are 
beginning to get settled in for another great 
summer in the Hills.  By the time you read this 
article half of the summer will have passed 
but the topic will still have value, I hope!

To many, a new season means getting back 
in the saddle and spending a good deal more 
time with our furry friends.  We’re excited to 
finally put ole Dobbin to work and see if he 
remembers anything we taught him.  Most of 
our focus is usually on our horse and the trail 
and spending time with good buddies, plan-
ning for the next weekend ride or the next big 
trip to Hay Creek Ranch… thought I’d throw 
that in there… 

As I observe guests at camp I see things.  I see 
great horses, nice trucks and trailers, chaps 
and spurs, and gear to die for.  And once in 
a while I see gear that needs some attention. 
 
I’ve seen gear that has been pulled out of the 
barn for the first time in thirty years and has 
never seen a drop of oil or saddle soap in that 
time, either.  I want to encourage everyone to 
pull ALL of your gear out of the shed and take 
a real good look at it.  Take the time you need 
to really check it over.  It’s very important to 
have good quality equipment in good condition 
if you’re going to be safe on your rides. 

If you want to stay safe you must maintain 
your gear.  At least once a year you should 
break down your headstalls, breast collars, 
reins, and saddles as far as you can comfort-
ably do so.  Observe all of the loops and buck-
les, all of the stitching and rivets or, heaven 
forbid, Chicago screws.  Check the lacing on 
your cheek straps and water hobbles on your 
reins, if that’s the way your headstall is put 
together.  When it comes to your saddle, tear it 
down.  Remove the latigo, off billet, rear cinch 
straps, stirrups, stirrup hobbles, night latch 
and anything else you can get free of your 
saddle. Make sure all of the parts are in good 
condition and have no big cracks or tears in 
the buckle holes. 

Now that you have everything torn apart it’s 

time to get a pail and a gallon of olive oil.  Yes, 
olive oil, it’s great. I know there are lots of 
products on the market that will work, but I 
can tell you that once you use good old olive 
oil you’ll be sold.  It is good for the leather, 
it’s inexpensive, it doesn’t collect dirt, it dries 
rapidly, and it makes your reins feel like butter 
in your hands.  Like any oil it will darken your 
gear a bit but in my mind that’s not an issue.  If 
you use very light oil it will minimize the dark-
ening effect.  You’ll be surprised how much oil 
your gear can absorb and the more it absorbs 
the more is was needed.  Leather needs the oil 
to remain useable and it also greatly increases 
strength.  Make sure you use olive oil that’s 
pure, don’t use flavored oil.  

I like to toss the parts of my gear in the pail 
of oil and then pull each part out with one 
hand while I strip the excess oil from the part 
with the other hand.  I also like to do this job 
when the sun is shining and the temperature 
is warm.  Once I drench the parts and strip the 
excess oil I hang them from my hitch rail and 
let them soak up the oil and dry.  Warm, sunny 
weather helps this process a lot.  

When I work on the saddle I like to throw it 
over my hitch rail and proceed to pour gen-
erous amounts of oil all over it.  I use a soft 
rag to rub the oil into the outside parts and 
then I use my hands to get up under the skirts 
and rigging. The stirrup straps and fenders get 
a lot of attention because the oil helps keep 
them soft and pliable, allowing the stirrups to 
hang in the correct position.  If there are spots 
you can’t reach use a squirt bottle to spray the 
oil into those areas. The main thing is to give 
everything a drink of the oil.

If you do this your gear will last much longer.   
If you’ve ever had to listen to a squeaky sad-
dle on the trail you will certainly put an end 
to that.  

Be sure to check your cinches over and put a 
drop or two of the oil on the buckles to help 
them move freely.  Look over the strands of the 
cinch so you know there’re in good condition.  
Always make sure the cinch is clean and free 
of debris.

Check your saddle pads and blankets for weak 
spots and be sure to keep them clean.  A good 
car wash can do a great job on your wool and 
felt pads and blankets.  

One more thing, don’t forget your bosal and 
bits.  Be confident your bits are in good con-
dition with no rough edges or parts that can 
harm your horse.  Check the joints of your 
snaffle and be sure they are not worn in two.  
Look over your bosal or hackamore, too.  They 
can become worn to the point of causing prob-
lems.

Oh, one more thing, (now I’m sounding like Co-
lombo) halters and lead ropes also need to be 
checked for frayed or flawed areas that might 
fail.   If you agree with me about the use of 
snaps on your lead ropes you won’t have to 
check the snaps, because you won’t have any.  

So now you have a job for the next sunny day 
when you have nothing else to do.  It’s very 
important work that will greatly increase the 
life of your gear, while greatly increasing the 
chances of you having a fun and safe ride for 
months to come.  Always do a thorough check 
of your gear before you saddle up because 
your life could depend on it.  

“IT’LL BE FINE” when you see things, take ac-
tion, oil up, checkup, and then go saddle up.  
Have a GREAT RIDE. 

Doug and Jody Lindgren 
own and operate Hay Creek 
Ranch, Nemo, SD and HCR-
AZ, Oracle, AZ.  Both camps 
focus on guests vacationing 
with their own horses.  Doug 
rides year-around, training 
horses to be great trail 
horses.

Visit www.haycreekranch.
net for more information 
about both locations.

by Doug Lindgren

If You Check 
Your Gear

IT’LL BE FINE...

http://haycreekranch.net
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OVER $35,000 IN NRHA-APPROVED EVENTS INCLUDING
 • 7 & Up Open & Non-Pro Derby
 • Arabian & Half-Arabian Open & Non-Pro Derby
 • Appaloosa Open & Non-Pro Derby
 • Appaloosa Futurity with Non-Pro Incentive Money
 • POAC Reining Challenge
 

FREE
ADMISSION

NEARLY $30,000 IN NRCHA-APPROVED EVENTS INCLUDING
 • NCRCHA Open & Non-Pro Futurity
 • WW Celebration Open & Non-Pro Derby
 • Ultimate Arabian & Half-Arabian Cow Horse Futurity
 • Bridle Spectacular & Full slate of NRCHA classes

AUGUST 11-14, 2016
Alliant Energy Center • Madison, Wisconsin

• Championship Saddles in Ranch Riding, 
 7 & Up Derby, Short Stirrup & 
 Working Cow Horse

• POAC National Specialty Show

• Freestyle Reining on Saturday night

• Breed-approved classes: AQHA, APHA,
 ApHC, AHA & POAC

    • Trade show & vendors on site

WorkingWesternCelebration.com Find us on facebook      

http://workingwesterncelebration.com
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When you meet a new person, you be-
gin learning things about him or her 
immediately. You ask questions, you 
talk, you listen. The longer you know 
a person, the better you know that 
person. It’s the same with horses. The 
more time you spend with a horse, the 
better you come to understand that 
horse.

“Reading” a horse is something I do 
on a continual basis. I evaluate him all 
the time— his demeanor, his eyes, his 
ears, the tilt of his head, his body posi-
tion, and his expression. Is he licking 
his lips and blinking his eyes? Those 

are signs of relaxation. Are his eyes wide open and his head raised? 
He could be nervous, unsure or upset. I have to pay attention to what 
my horse is doing and learn to read the signs he’s giving me. A relaxed 
horse is a comfortable horse, and usually more accepting of learning. 
I need to pay attention to what my horse tells me. Whether I’m on the 
ground or on his back, I watch that horse. Some people say the horse 
doesn’t have expression, but I disagree. I think the horse has all kinds 
of expression and ways of showing his feelings.

Pay attention to what your horse is trying to tell you. There are so many 
things you can learn by simply watching a horse. Look at how he’s stand-
ing. Is his head up? If it is, the next thing that’s going to move might 
be his feet, either to leave there or to strike out. Is he standing hipshot, 
with one hind foot cocked? If so, is he relaxed or getting ready to kick? 
When you’re around a horse, don’t take the experience nonchalantly. 
Always watch, observe, compare, and remember. Those things help 
keep you healthy, too! As soon as you get too relaxed or take things for 

granted, that’s when 
you might get hurt. 
Horses are big, fast, 
and instinctive. They 
can hurt you, whether 
by accident or on pur-
pose. You need to be 
careful. Watch what 
you’re doing around 
the horse: where you 
stand, where you tie 
that horse, even the 
way you mount and 
dismount or who 
you’re riding next 
to. Those things can 
make the difference 
between a safe or un-
safe experience.

Because he’s a prey 
animal, the horse is 
very much about survival. That is his primary goal in life—survival. 
I need to be smart about how I act around him. When I’m at a clinic 
or at someone’s barn, I make a point to look and observe and watch 
every single horse. By evaluating these horses, it keeps the rust off and 
makes me better at reading any horse.
Remember: Your most valuable asset is your experience, and you should 
work constantly at improving your skills. Truly watching and learning 
about a horse—reading that horse—is an important asset in your jour-
ney as a horseman.
     

When I talk about slow hands, I also talk about keeping my hands “in 
the box.” This is an area approximately a foot and a half square in 
front of the saddle horn, where I want to keep my hands when I am in 

the saddle. The box is 
the working area for 
my hands, and where 
I maintain control. 

One of the worst 
mistakes a rider can 
make is carrying his 
hands too high, too 
far back or too far 
forward. When your 
hands are in a bad 
position, your reins 
can be too long or too 
short, and you can 

lose control or posi-
tion of the horse. Hav-
ing your hands out of 
the box also can make 
your entire body be out 

of position. Remember: It’s all about communicating, positioning and 
helping your horse.

Your hands are normally about six inches in front of the saddle horn 
when doing a maneuver. But don’t forget that you have to adjust to fit 
the maneuver or circumstance. No matter what you are asking of the 
horse, and whether you are riding with two hands or one, your hands 
should be steady and quiet.

READ THE HORSE

“In The Box”

by Craig Cameron

A Native Texan Craig Cameron, one of the 
original clinicians, is on the road more than 
44 weeks a year covering 80,000 miles 
demonstrating the style of horsemanship he has 
perfected in the last 23 years. Called the “public 
defender of the horse,” Craig dedicates himself to 
those who educate their horses by first educating 
themselves. At an age where most have long 
since retired the thought of starting colts, Craig 
Cameron known as “The Cowboy’s Clinician,” 
starts hundreds of horses each year.  Learn more 
about Craig Cameron at www.CraigCameron.
com

Reading a horse doesn’t just happen when 
you’re on the ground. Riding your horse with 

no hands not only improves your balance, 
but also really teaches you to feel your horse 

and the way his body moves beneath you.

Keeping your hands in the box allows you 
to accurately cue your horse with the reins. 
Here, I am asking my horse to keep his nose 

in position and tip it slightly to the right. 
If my hands were too high, his head also 

would be too high.

http://craigcameron.com
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longer if kept cool and moist.
• Vaccines by themselves do not provide ab-
solute protection.
• Prompt diagnosis of equine respiratory dis-
eases by testing of nasal swabs is essential if 
outbreaks are to be controlled or, even better, 
avoided.
• Effective quarantine is the best prevention 
against the introduction of the disease. 
• Vigilance against the spread of influenza vi-
ruses on contaminated materials or unwashed 
hands is an essential part of quarantine.
• Research is needed to understand EI and 
other infectious diseases to help prevent and 
treat infection.

Infectious respiratory diseases constitute one 
of the major health and economic threats to 
the horse industry and therefore need to be 
a high priority for research. The veterinary 
community needs your assistance to increase 
funding for research on influenza and other 
equine diseases. Please contact the Grayson 
Jockey-Club Research Foundation (www.
grayson-jockeyclub.org), American Quarter 
Horse Foundation (www.aqha.com/founda-
tion), Morris Animal Foundation (www.mor-
risanimalfoundation.org), the American As-
sociation of Equine Practitioners Foundation, 
or your favorite veterinary school to make a 
contribution.

Contact the AAEP Foundation (www.aaepfoun-
dation.org) for information about making a do-
nation for equine research, or call 1-800-443-

0177 (within the U.S.) or 859-233-0147. This 
is just one of the many efforts that the AAEP is 
coordinating on behalf of the industry through 
the Equine Research Coordination Group 
(ERCG), which is comprised of researchers and 
organizations that support equine research. 
Formally organized in 2006, the ERCG has a 

mission of advancing the health and welfare of 
horses by promoting the discovery and shar-
ing of new knowledge, enhancing awareness 
of the need for targeted research, educating 
the public, expanding fundraising opportuni-
ties and facilitating cooperation among fund-
ing agencies.

The ERCG is a group comprised of researchers and organizations 
that support equine research. Participants in the ERCG include 
equine foundations and multiple university research representatives. 
Current participants include: AAEP Foundation, American Horse 
Council, AQHA Foundation, Grayson-Jockey Club Research 
Foundation, Maxwell H. Gluck Equine Research Center, Morris 
Animal Foundation, Havemeyer Foundation, United States 
Equestrian Federation Foundation and university researchers: Rick 
Arthur, DVM (University of California-Davis), Noah Cohen, VMD, 
PhD (Texas A & M University), Greg Ferraro, DVM (University of 
California-Davis), Eleanor Green, DVM (University of Florida), Joan 
Hendricks, VMD, PhD (University of Pennsylvania), Dick Mansmann, 
VMD, PhD (North Carolina State University), Wayne McIlwraith, 
BVSc, PhD (Colorado State University), Jim Moore, DVM (University 
of Georgia), Rustin Moore, DVM, PhD (The Ohio State University), 
Corinne Sweeney, DVM (University of Pennsylvania) and Dr. Nat 
White DVM (Virginia Tech). For more information about the ERCG, 
please visit online at http://www.aaepfoundation.org and click on the 
ERCG link.

Colorado RCA Mountain High
Jun 15 - Jun 19 in Estes Park, COLORADO
Colorado Reined Cow Horse Association
Jerry Peters
303-621-9625
jerry.h.peters@gmail.com
www.coloradoreinedcowhorse.com

NCRCHA Father’s Day Weekend Event
Jun 17 - Jun 19 in Cannon Fall, MINNESOTA
North Central Reined Cow Horse Association
Deb Matko
612-860-6371
chuckles@visi.com
www.ncrcha.com

Hackamore Classic & 3rd Stage Championship
Jun 18 - Jun 19 in Karpacz, POLAND, 
European Reined Cow Horse Association
Laura Ruffino
ercha@hotmail.it
www.ercha.org

Miles City Spirit of the West
Jun 18 - Jun 19 in Miles City, MONTANA
Central Montana Reined Cow Horse Association
Dan Weiss
406-775-8797
dn_weiss@yahoo.com
www.centralmontanarcha.com

New York RCHA Cowboy Classic
Jun 18 - Jun 19 in Cazenoia, NEW YORK
New York Reined Cow Horse Association
Cindy Pfeifer
585-749-1764
ppfeifer@rochester.rr.com
www.newyorkrcha.com

Panhandle RCHA Guns Up Ride & Slide Horse 
Shows
Jun 18 - Jun 19 in Lubbock, TEXAS
Panhandle Reined Cow Horse Association
Misty Hobbs
806-683-0466
dotheruffleshuffle@gmail.com
www.panhandlecowhorse.com

Independence Derby
Jun 24 - Jun 26 in Rapid City, SOUTH DAKOTA
South Dakota Reined Cow Horse Association
Jerry Peters
303-621-9625
jerry.h.peters@gmail.com
www.sdrcha.com

Atlantic RCHA @ Willow Brook
Jun 25 - Jun 26 in Catasauqua, PENNSYLVANIA
Atlantic Reined Cow Horse Association
Lashon M. Bussell
215-285-3932
lashon.b@hotmail.com
www.atlanticRCHA.com

Colorado RCA Firecracker
Jul 02 - Jul 04 in Castle Rock, COLORADO
Colorado Reined Cow Horse Association
Jerry Peters
303-621-9625
jerry.h.peters@gmail.com
www.coloradoreinedcowhorse.com

NCQHA District 1 Super Circuit
Jul 02 - Jul 03 in Pendelton, SOUTH CAROLINA
The Carolinas Reined Cow Horse Association
Susan Daniels
919-894-2973

Winnemucca Stock Horse Classic & Derby
Jul 08 - Jul 10 in Winnemucca, NEVADA
Sue Crane
208-863-0325
suecrane73@gmail.com

Panhandle RCHA Red Dirt Rendezvous Horse 
Shows
Jul 09 - Jul 10 in Amarillo, TEXAS
Panhandle Reined Cow Horse Association
Misty Hobbs
806-683-0466
dotheruffleshuffle@gmail.com
www.panhandlecowhorse.com

Southern California RCHA July Show
Jul 09 - Jul 10 in Temecula, CALIFORNIA
Southern California Reined Cow Horse Association
Kelley Hartranft
714-255-7488
klsgrn@yahoo.com
www.scrcha.com

California Rodeo Salinas
Jul 22 - Jul 24 in Salinas, CALIFORNIA
Cheri Carl
831-775-3100
sdurgan@carodeo.com
www.carodeo.com

NCRCHA Summer Cow Horse Roundup
Jul 23 - Jul 24 in Cannon Falls, MINNESOTA
North Central Reined Cow Horse Association
Deb Matko
612-860-6371
chuckles@visi.com
www.ncrcha.com

Central Idaho RCHA Futurity, Derny & Horse 
Show
Jul 29 - Jul 31 in Arco, IDAHO
Central Idaho Reined Cow Horse Association
Charlotte Robertson
208-527-3986
cowhorses@ATCnet.net

Affiliate Events

http://aaepfoundation.org
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www.OverlookFarmQuarterHorses.com
Ad Design © www.DiamondDGraphics.com

Linda Wright :: Jennifer Wenslay • DeSoto, Iowa 50069

Ph: 515-834-2340
Email: cheyenneknox@aol.com

622 AQHA Pts.
earned in tie-down roping,

heeling, cowhorse and reining
AQHA PERFORMANCE CHAMPION

All-time leading reining point earner in AQHA History!

Dam: Ima Last Peppy
Mr. San Peppy, Mr. Sugar Boy, Doc Bar, Rey Jay

and Big Step on her papers.

Sire: Nu Chex to Cash 

Stud Fees: Private Treaty
Shipped Semen Available
Discount to Proven Mares

ALSO STANDING:

NU FELONY CHEXOLF GUNSLINGER KID

http://overlookfarmquarterhorses.com/splashpage/
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ClearSpan.com/ADPHD1.866.643.1010

WE MANUFACTURE • WE INSTALL
WE SAVE YOU MONEY

Hybrid Buildings 
Benefits of Metal & Fabric Buildings

Foundation Solutions
Build Anywhere & Quick Construction

Fabric Structures 
Natural Light & Low Cost Per Sq Ft

buildings of 1,000 uses

ZERO PERCENT FINANCING AVAILABLE restrictions 
may apply

http://www.clearspan.com
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http://www.jakejacspin.com
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The junction between the poll and the atlas is the 
most important junction in the horse. It’s through 
this portal that the nervous system, which sends 
and receives signals from all of the body, passes 
enters the brain.

Tension in the muscles and connective tissue 
around this junction affects functions of the en-
tire horse. Conversely, pain or discomfort any-
where in the body creates tension in the poll. It 
goes both ways. So you can see why the poll/
atlas junction is so important. And it doesn’t help 
that the horse is so good at covering it up. By the 
time your horse is showing signs of tension and 
discomfort in the poll, such as bracing against the 
bit, or especially head-shyness, then it’s probably 
been there for a while. 

A technique that we use to help the horse to re-
lease tension in the poll is to massage the mus-
cles behind the poll with the horse’s head down. 
When the horse’s head is down and his nose is 
extended, the muscles behind the poll shorten 
and relax. When they’re relaxed, you can mas-
sage them on each side of the mane under where 
the halter would be. In addition, in this position 
the movement generated by massaging will get 
movement in the joint.

The goal of this technique is to get the horse to 
lower his head, so that the muscles on top of 
the atlas are relaxed. The process of getting the 
horse’s head down is just that – a process. This 
is a very vulnerable position for the horse to be in, 
especially if there is tension or discomfort here, 
and your horse might be reluctant at first. But if 
you have patience, and follow these steps then 
you can help your horse to release tension that 
has accumulated here.  

Step by Step

Stand on the left side of your horse’s neck. Place 
your right hand behind the poll, just behind or un-
derneath the halter. You’ll use this hand to mas-
sage the muscles once the head is down. Put the 
other hand on his forehead. This is the asking 
hand. (If you’re left-handed you can reverse hand 
and body position.)

Ask the horse to bring his head slightly toward 
you. When the horse is standing straight, he’s 
mentally braced. When you ask him to bring the 
head slightly to the side it’s easier for him to 
soften or yield. 

Gently ask the horse to drop his head just a lit-
tle bit, then soften. The softer you start and the 
quicker you soften, the sooner the horse will 
learn to yield. Ask again, and soften. Each time, 
you’ll get him a little lower, and a little lower, until 
he decides to stop lowering his head. This is the 
position where you’ll start massaging. Don’t con-
tinue to push or he’ll push back. If this is where 
he’s comfortable, this is where you’ll start mas-
saging. 

Start gently, using the flats of your fingers, not 
digging in with your claws. Massage, soften, 
massage, soften - like you’re kneading bread 
dough. (If you haven’t kneaded dough before, go 
in and make some bread and give your horse a 
chance to relax some more before going on.)

As you’re massaging, ask for his head to bob up 
and down just a tiny bit. This will create a little 
bit of movement in this junction, which will aid in 

relaxing the connective tissue even more. 

Most of the time, as the horse becomes more re-
laxed he’ll start to lower his head more and more, 
especially if you’re not trying to force it down. 
Just follow his head down, massaging and bob-
bing, resisting the urge to push his head down. 
At some point, he may want to raise his head up. 
When he absolutely has to put his head up, don’t 
try to hold him down. Just keep your hands gen-
tly on his head and go up with him. Then start 
massaging again. 

This isn’t nec-
essarily a bad 
thing. As he feels 
one layer of ten-
sion let’s go, he’ll 
often raise his 
head. Just start 
massaging and 
start the process 
again. If you try 
to hold his head 
down, he’ll feel 
trapped. 

Gently massage, 
increasing the 
head bobbing if 
he’s comfortable 
with it. Gradually you may be able to increase the 
pressure of the massage as the muscles relax, 
and use both hands to massage. If you massage 
too hard your horse will want to get out of it. If 
you feel this happening, soften the pressure. The 
goal is to combine this massaging with the head 
bobbing to get the best results. 

Do this for a couple of minutes - being mindful of 
when the horse might need a break. - then step 
back away from the horse to give him the space 

HEAD-DOWN TECHNIQUE

Releasing Tension in the Poll 
and Atlas Using the

By Jim Masterson
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to feel what’s going on, and to see “what he has 
to say”. 

Snorting and sneezing, repeated yawning, and 
shaking of the head are signs that tension has 
released and that blood circulation is returning 
to the muscles.  

Tips:

- Start gently and be sensitive as to how much 
pressure to use.

- If the horse starts to move his feet, move with 
him. 
- If the horse is too sore, scared or reactive when 
you approach the poll, then use the Bladder Me-
ridian Technique (mastersonmethod.com//train-
ing-videos.html) with him first to make the Head 
Down more comfortable for him.

- Keep hands loosely on the poll if the horse 
throws his head up, ten ask again. Don’t try to 
force the head down

Safety Tips: 

- Keep your own head off to the side while doing 
this. The horse’s head can come up before you 
know it and your heads will collide.

- Do not move your feet too quickly while the 
horse’s head is down as this may startle him and 
bring his head up suddenly (see above). Slowly 
shift your weight before moving your foot, like a 
horse does when he’s relaxed. 

In the next issue we will look at another tech-
nique to release tension and restore range of mo-
tion to the poll/atlas junction.

Jim Masterson, equine bodywork therapist for the 2006, 2008, 2010, 
2012 and 2014 USEF Endurance Teams and for thousands of equine ath-
letes competing at the top level horseshows and in FEI World Cup, Pan 
American and World Equestrian Games competitions, teaches a unique 
method of equine bodywork to horse owners and therapists in which the 
practitioner learns to read and use the responses of the horse to touch to 
release tension in key junctions of the body that most affect performance. 
This is an effective and rewarding method of bodywork that anyone can 
learn to use to improve performance, and open new levels of communi-
cation and trust with the horse. He is the author of the book and DVD 
Beyond Horse Massage and the DVD Equine Massage For Performance 
Horses. Go to www.mastersonmethod.com for more information.

https://mastersonmethod.com
http://www.bigbalebuddy.com/balebuddyhome.html
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One of the most powerful demonstrations of part-
nership between a horse and a human is when 
you, the leader, assign your horse responsibility. 
Here are some examples of ways you would do 
that:
• Keep your feet still while staying relaxed, in 
neutral, as your horse circles you in the Circling 
Game.
• Keep your feet still in the “allow” part of the 
Squeeze Game.
• Do Parelli Patterns on the ground without con-
stantly coaxing your horse along.
• Ride Parelli Patterns on a loose rein, hand down 
or with your arms folded.
• Offer a consistent, dependable feel when riding 
with contact.
• Have a neutral seat when your horse is using 
the gait and speed that you want.

All these things prove to your horse that you are 
a 51:49 leader in this partnership. Rather than 
micromanaging and keeping at your horse ev-
ery step of the way, you show him what to do 
and then let him do it. At that moment you are 
in neutral—not relaxed, not active, “neutral”—a 
definition of which is: with no motion transmit-
ted. When in neutral you are not adding energy 
or taking it away; you are both allowing and sup-
porting.  

Here are some examples of the opposite of neu-
tral. Notice how in some way it is interfering with 
the horse’s process:
• You walk circles while circling your horse, pivot 
or watch him go around as if you don’t trust him 
or need to keep urging him forward.
• You pull or push your horse through the 
squeeze—for example, unnecessarily using your 
Carrot Stick™ as your horse takes the jump—as 
if you are preventing him from stopping.
• You constantly coax your horse forward on the 
Patterns because he’d stop if you didn’t.
• You constantly micromanage your horse’s di-
rection of travel, steering every step with your 
reins.
• You constantly mess with the bit, moving your 
hands one after the other to get him to flex, etc.
• You hold your horse back to control his speed 
or repeatedly nag with your seat and legs to keep 
him going.

The Parelli program teaches you to teach your 
horse to be a partner—to do his share and not 
just be a mindless puppet. That’s one of the 
reason it changes lives: You learn to be a better 
leader and partner, and your horse is happier be-
cause he’s treated with the respect he deserves, 
as a partner and not a slave.

Hold your horse accountable

What do I do if he doesn’t act like a partner and 
doesn’t do what I’ve asked him to do?  This is 
where you need to hold your horse accountable, 
just as a manager or parent would do if he asked 
someone to do something and the person didn’t. 
What should the consequence be? How should 
you do it with a horse?

Principle #5 of Pat Parelli’s Eight Principles is 
“The attitude of justice is effective.” This means 
that the consequence has to be in direct propor-
tion to the fault—too much and you’ll frighten or 
discourage the horse from trying; too little and 
you will not be effective at causing the desired 
change. You need to be effective, and sometimes 
this takes a little trial and error. If anything, err on 
the soft side and take a little longer! Know, too, 
that we are not talking about punishment here. 
Horses do not understand punishment. We are 
talking about some kind of correction, preferably 
using psychology, to get to his mind rather than 
his body. Here are some examples.

• In the Circling Game, if he breaks gait, encour-
age it and then start again, or use change of di-
rection (which is like a resend — and the quality 
of your send affects the allow). Don’t “up your 

By Linda Parelli of Neutral
The Power
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Pat Parelli, coiner of the term “natural horsemanship”, founded his program based on a foundation of love, language and 
leadership. Parelli Natural Horsemanship allows horse owners at all levels of experience to achieve success with their 
at-home educational program. Together with his wife Linda, Pat has spread PNH across the globe with campuses in the 
United States, United Kingdom and Australia. Launched in 2011, parelliconnect.com provides an online social forum 
packed with training tools, step-by-step to do lists, videos and more. Log on today at www.parelliconnect.com.

phases” in Zone 5; that usually results in you do-
ing more and your horse doing less. Look at the 
game from your horse’s point of view:  How can 
I keep my human standing still, one leg cocked, 
relaxed and in neutral?!
• In the Squeeze Game: If your horse stalls at the 
jump or in front of the trailer, draw him backward 
a few steps with a firm, steady feel on the rope, 
then release and tap. Pretty soon, as you draw 
him backward, he’ll want to push forward!  That’s 
when you know it’s his idea and you’re not push-
ing him against his will.  Keep your feet still while 
you do this.
• If he keeps slowing down or changing gait 
while riding, use transitions. Ask him to change 
gait before he wants to and encourage him to be 
more responsive to lighter aids when you ask him 
to go faster again (phases). Reward often. You 
can also ask him to go slower than he wants to, 
but only in walk or trot. This is reverse psychol-
ogy, and pretty soon the horse starts wanting to 
go more forward.
• If he changes direction while riding or strays off 
the pattern, pick up your reins and use your reins 
and legs to put him back on the pattern. Don’t 
be rough, but be focused and particular about it. 
The moment he’s back on, smile and go to neutral 
again right away. If you’re having a lot of trouble, 
you may need to slow down.
• When your horse goes into the contact, hold 
steady. Don’t repeatedly squeeze your knuckles 
or move your hands; stay in neutral so he can de-
pend on it and shape himself. If he gets heavy, do 
transitions. If he gets fast or impulsive, stop try-
ing to ride with contact and work on his emotional 
confidence (disengagement, partial disengage-

ment or get off and help him from the ground). 
If he goes above the bit, use a Suspension Rein, 
and if he is crooked or comes behind the bit, use 
a Following Rein — one or two, depending on the 
situation. Above all, make sure any movement 
you make in his mouth is slow so he doesn’t feel 
the need to brace and defend himself. 

Neutral exposes your level of savvy

The quality of your neutral will also make your 
horse more sensitive and perceptive to the slight-

est changes and signals. The more “noise” you 
make with unnecessary movement, the more 
you actually desensitize and dull your horse. Do 
less, achieve more. Pretty soon your horse will 
be figuring out how to keep you in neutral, and 
that’s when things get really lovely—you can feel 
the mental connection, and your horse is really in 
harmony with you. Search for and discover the 
power of neutral.

Doug and Jody Lindgren - Nemo, SD 57759
www.haycreekranch.net - contact@haycreekranch.net

Phone: 605-578-1142

https://parelliconnect.com
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This time, we continue discussing Exercise No. 3: 
Moving the Ribcage and briefly introduce Exer-
cise No. 4: Hip Control. In the next few issues, Les 
Vogt takes you through exercises of his Five Easy 
Pieces. When you’ve mastered them, you should 
be able to put any part of your horse’s body where 
you want it, without resistance.

The Brace Rein

Remember how you used your rein to move the 
horse’s shoulders? First making light contact for 
the bend, then lifting your hand and moving it over 
to direct the shoulders?

Exercise 3

Well, the brace rein is the same concept, except 
rather than using it to move the horse’s shoulders, 
you’re just asking him to keep them out of the 
movement by just maintaining a slight bend with 
his neck. Whenever you are using the brace rein, 
you want to make sure that your other rein is way 
away from the horse’s neck.

When would we use the brace rein? We’ll use it in 
Exercises 3 and 4, which we’ll start in this lesson, 
and after that, mainly for lope departures and lead 
changes. In Exercise No. 4: Hip Control, when you 
want to move your horse’s hips to the right, you 
will use a brace rein to make sure his shoulders 
stay to the left or at least straight, so that you iso-
late only the hip with the movement. If you’re not 
effective at keeping the shoulders out of the way 
with your brace rein when you use your leg in the 
back, or hip, position, the energy will most likely 
come out of the shoulders instead.

As we start to move the hips and ribs, learning to 
keep the shoulders out of the way while keeping 

life in your hands will take a little practice–but the 
better you get it here–the easier you’ll get along 
when we progress to the correct lope departures 
and lead changes.

Rib Cage Control

Being able to move the horse’s rib 
cage has lots of benefits. For one, 
if you get a little resistance in the 
horse’s mouth, when you ask him 
to give laterally, you can help cre-
ate the bend in his body by pushing 
his ribs over. This can be especially 
helpful when riding with one hand. 
Rather than having to bump the 
horse straight back, you can work 
at softening him back and forth be-
tween your legs. You can push the 
ribs out to increase the size of your 
circles.

Exercise No. 3: Moving the 
Ribcage

Moving the Ribcage is basically 
sidepassing, but it will have one 
big difference for most of you. 
While most novice riders start side-
passing by moving the shoulders 
and catching up with the hips, I’m 
not going to let you do it that way. 
Letting the horse lead with his shoulders creates 
such a disaster when it comes to lead changes 
that we simply never let them lead with their 
shoulders when we use out leg in the middle, or 
back, position. We are always using a light brace 
rein to keep their shoulders out of the way, or at 
least neutral.

Why is this so critical for lead changes? Because 
if you can get a horse to change leads with his 
back leg first as a result of good hip control, the 
front legs will change automatically. But if your 
cue results in him changing in front first, he will 
often go a few strides before he changes in back, 
if he does at all–and that will kill your reining 
score.

So to start Exercise No. 3, I want you to walk up 
to the fence so that you’re facing it. If you were 
going to move to the right, you’d start by mak-
ing light contact with the right rein so it acts as 
a brace rein to hold your horse’s shoulders, then 
start bumping him with your left leg in the center 
position. Your goal is for him to start crossing over 
with both front and back legs at the same time, 
and if you get one step, stop and praise him.

If you get a step with back legs first, and then he 
catches up with the front–that’s acceptable, too–
as long as you keep working toward both front 
and back crossing together. What is not accept-
able is for him to lead with his front legs. To keep 
him from doing that, you need to stay active and 
assertive with that bracing rein.

Although this might be a bit of work at first, the 
horse will eventually understand the concept and 
start moving both sets of legs at once when he 
feels your leg cue in the center position.

Next issue, we’ll go further into Exercise No. 4: 
Moving the Hips.

By Les Vogt

Exercises to Take Control of
Your Horse’s Body Zones

In this picture my horse is doing Exercise No. 3: Moving the 
Ribcage. Notice how straight she is from head to tail! Make 

sure your horse does not lead with the shoulders.

Les Vogt is a 15X World 
Champion in reining and 
reined cowhorse events. 
Les’s products include the 
Cowhorse U training pro-
grams, bits and spurs de-
veloped to help riders and 
horses at all levels of train-
ing. All are designed to im-
prove you and your horse’s 
performance.

Visit www.LesVogt.com

http://lesvogt.com
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Patented Adjustable
 Fit 

System

Handmade 
in Texas

Lightweight      Close Contact   Comfortable

Adjusts to Fit 
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 *Angle*
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915-726-0550             TwSaddlery.com

Demos
Available
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Guaranteed
to Fit ANY 
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First Thursday of Each Month
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Horses need both mental and physical stimula-
tion to be happy and content, which means if 
you don’t give your horse a job and keep his 
mind busy, he’ll find an outlet for his pent up 
energy and a way to keep his mind busy. In a 
lot of cases, that results in the horse develop-
ing some sort of vice including being mouthy 
– constantly playing with your shirt sleeve or 
nibbling on the lead rope, for example. Very 
athletic horses and young horses tend to de-
velop this habit. The bad news is that mouthy 
behavior often turns into biting – a very dan-
gerous vice. However, if you give your horse a 
job, as simple as making him move his feet for-
wards, backwards, left and right, his mouthi-
ness will disappear. 

Don’t Invite the Problem 

If you know your horse tends to get mouthy, protect your space and 
take the temptation away from him. Don’t let him get close enough to 
mouth on you. Anytime you’re with him, keep him out of your personal 
hula hoop space – a 4-foot circle that surrounds you and serves as 
your safety zone. When you are working with a horse, always imagine 
that there’s a 4-foot circle drawn around you —almost like an invisible 
electric fence. Unless you invite the horse into your personal hula hoop 
space, he should keep a respectful, safe distance from you. 

Make Those Feet Move 

When the horse does get mouthy, put his feet to work. The most ef-
fective punishment you can give a horse is making him move his feet. 
Horses are basically lazy creatures and would rather stand around with 
their legs cocked daydreaming about their next meal than moving their 
feet and working up a sweat. They’ll always choose the option with the 
least amount of work involved. 

So if you’re standing next to your horse and he starts nibbling on your 
shirt, turn around and put his feet to work and turn a negative into 
a positive. Back him up or lunge him. The horse can’t mouth on you 
and move his feet at the same time, especially if you make him hustle 
with energy and do lots of changes of direction. If you’re consistent, it 
won’t take long for the horse to connect the two together – when he 
gets mouthy, you’ll make his feet move. One of the best ways to stop 
a mouthy horse, and especially horses that bite, is to back them up. 
Backing is a very humbling exercise for a horse to do. When a horse 
gets mouthy or tries to bite you, it’s a very forward action; he’s coming 
forward to get you. When you back him up, it’s the complete opposite; 
he’s being submissive to you by moving out of your space. 

Punish Thy Self

Another tactic is to make the horse think that he’s punishing himself. 
For example, if your horse tries to nip you when you’re grooming him 
or tacking him up, without even looking at him, flap your elbow out to 
the side so that he runs into it with his nose and feels uncomfortable. 
You have to time it just right so that at the same time he leans forward 
to mouth you, he runs into your elbow. The secret is not to look at him 
or act like you’re moving your arm on purpose. It’s like your elbow just 
developed a nervous twitch. If you look at the horse, it’s like you’re 
acknowledging that you’re the one making him feel uncomfortable. You 
want the horse to think that he’s doing it to himself. Every time he leans 
in to nibble on you, he runs into your elbow. Horses always learn faster 
when they teach themselves the lesson. It won’t be long before your 
horse is like “Man, I really need to keep my lips to myself because I 
seem to be running into his elbow.”

Nip Bad Behavior
in the Bud

by Clinton Anderson

Author note: Clinton Anderson is a clinician, horse 
trainer and competitor. He’s dedicated his life to 
helping others realize their horsemanship dreams. 
Learn more about the Downunder Horsemanship 
Method at www.downunderhorsemanship.com.

Photos courtesy of Darrell Dodds

https://www.downunderhorsemanship.com
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A constant problem in horses, parasites can result in unthrifty con-
dition, ulcers, respiratory problems, anemia, chronic colic and even 
death. Yet with the development of de-worming products that can be 
given orally rather than by tubing, allowing more widespread and fre-
quent use of de-wormers, parasite infection has diminished and the 
pot-bellied, fuzzy haired “wormy” horses that used to be commonly 
seen are rare sights.
 
The pendulum has, however, swung, and wormers have unfortunately 
become too much of a good thing. Widespread use of wormers along 
with the infrequent introduction of new athelmintics has created para-
sites that are resistant to many of the drugs.

So how can we free our horses of worms without constantly giving 
them drugs and creating resistant parasites?
 
First, don’t worm indiscriminately. Have fecal counts done on your 
horses before de-worming, and then decide if you need to worm.
 
Proper pasture management can help tremendously. Paddocks should 
be cleaned regularly, and pastures should not be overcrowded. If pos-
sible, feed hay in bunks or mangers rather than on the ground.
 
Grazing a cow or sheep in with your horses can make a big difference 
in parasite control. With a trend today towards keeping a few cows or 
sheep for meat/milk/wool, multi-species grazing becomes a possibility. 
And since cows and sheep don’t share the same parasites as horses, 
when they eat the eggs or larvae of a horse parasite, the life cycle of 
the parasite is broken.
 
In addition, cattle and sheep graze the tall grass (the rough) around 
manure piles that horses avoid. This grass helps protect parasites from 
heat and drying, shading them from direct sunlight and holding mois-
ture. When the grass is grazed down, the parasites become exposed to 
the heat and drought, killing them.
 
Using these techniques can help diminish your horses’ parasite load 
without overusing wormers. The end result is fewer drugs in your 
horse, and fewer drug resistant parasites.

Compliments of Eastern Hay Corp., P.O. Box 372, Pawling, NY 12564 
http://www.easternhay.com/

Controlling Parasites 
Through Pasture 

Management

Email 
Campaigns 
Available.

www.HorseDigests.com/emails

http://www.horsedigests.com/emails/
http://www.jandbwesternstore.com
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You might have thought you left math behind 
once you finished school. Not quite! I’ve found 
that the “mathematics” of the dressage ring 
make riding with accuracy so much fun and 
also build your skills as a rider so I want to 
share some tips that I’ve found helpful.  

I will use the “math” with the size of dressage 
ring that is most commonly used, which is 20 
meters by 60 meters.

First, as Americans we have to know 
that 1 meter equals 3’3”. I use the 3-foot 
measurement to make it easier. (Those extra 
3 inches don’t make that much of a difference 
when you are riding within the arena and 
doing figures.) 

1. The lines that are defined are the Short 
Side (width and only has letter A & C), and is 
20 meters or 66’. Also the Long Side (length 
which has 5 letters), is the 60 meters or 198’. 
2. Along with the defined lines, there are also 
some imaginary lines in the arena, starting 
with the center line from A to C dividing 
the length of the arena. There are several 
imaginary letters on the center line, with X 
being the first you’ll learn.  X is the center 
of the center line and also the center of the 
middle of the width within in the imaginary 
line from E & B.
3. There are two imaginary quarter lines. 
Each quarter line defines the distant half 
way between the long side of the arena and 
the center line. This imaginary line runs the 
length of the arena on each side of the center 
line.
4. There are also imaginary lines within each 
distance of the length of the arena at each set 
of letters; meaning there are imaginary lines 
between K & F; V & P; E & B; S & R; and H & M.
5. Math of the center line: it divides 10 meters 
on each side of the center line.
6. Math between the letters on the long side: 
there are always 6 meters from the first 
letter from the 4 corners of the arena. Then 
there are 12 meters dividing each other letter 
on the long side of the ring. These are the 
basics of what you need to know to ride your 
side figures with the correct size and with 
accuracy.

In your first levels—Introductory and Basic in 
Western Dressage—you have to learn to do 

figures such as a 20 meter circle. Let’s ride 
one at A, which is in either level. 

You have 6 meters from the corner, or the 
short side line with A. There are 12 meters 
at the imaginary line of K & F. That equals 18 
meters. To ride an accurate 20 meter circle, 
you have to make it 2 meters bigger, past the 
imaginary line of K & F or approximately 6 
feet. The size should mark the 6 feet larger at 
the first half circle on the center line. This is 
doing the “math” to ride with accuracy.

Start and finish any figure or transition when 
your horse’s shoulder or your leg meets the 
letter, near the rail.

I can’t recommend highly enough the Dressage 
Illustrated books for the various levels. I use 
them all the time myself. They have so much 
valuable and necessary information about all 
the levels and tests, which you can use as 
your guideline to learn figures, transitions, 
and where to “do the math” within the size 
of the figures. These Western Dressage level 
books all have laminated pages, making it 
convenient to take them to the barn.

I always tell riders to learn to ride figures 
first and then the whole test. The best way 
to do this is to walk the figures on the ground 
without your horse. You have to use your 
vision to find the correct distance and where 
to go. Once you feel confident, then mount up 
and walk the figures with your horse before 
you move on to a jog. And of course, any lope 
is the most difficult and should only be done 
when you can do the correct size of any figure 
at the walk and trot first.

Understanding the “math” of the dressage 
ring gives you a plan to have a perfect 
practice with your horse.

We love to share our dressage backgrounds 
and knowledge with you and would love to 
have you come ride with us. You can join us 
at our farm in Ocala, Florida, or at one of our 
Ride Well Clinics on our USA Tour at a location 
near you. 
 
If you would like to train with Lynn & Cyril at 
home with Western Dressage, take advantage 
of the following supportive training materials: 

Books:

Head To Toe Horsemanship
Western Dressage - A Guide To Take You
To Your First Show
A Rider Guide To Real Collection

DVDs:

“Dressage Principles for the Western Horse & 
Rider” Volume 1, Parts 1-5
“Dressage Principles for The Western & 
English Horse & Rider” Volume 2, Parts 1-3
“Let Your Horse Be Your Teacher” Parts 1 & 2

WESTERN DRESSAGE: MATHEMATICS 
OF THE DRESSAGE RING

Building a Partnership with Your Horse:

by Lynn Palm

For more information on these 
training materials and more, 
as well as clinics, please visit 
www.lynnpalm.com or call us 
at 800-503-2824.

http://lynnpalm.com
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Forage is the foundation of every equine’s diet and needs to flow 
steadily through the digestive tract. Gaps without forage can lead to 
ulcers, colic, behavioral issues, stall vices, gorging, choke, cribbing, and 
even laminitis. Truly, the only way to avoid these problems is to allow 
your horse steady access to forage, free-choice, all day and all night.
 
Responding to this inherent need is the slow-feeder industry. The pur-
pose of this article is to provide a clear understanding of slow-feeders 
and how they can be used safely and effectively. There are many styles 
and types from which to choose. . The best approach is to contact 
several manufacturers to see which product best meets your horses’ 
needs.
 
The purpose of a slow-feeding system is to simulate grazing. Horses in 
a natural setting eat small amounts of forage as they wander in search 
of the next tasty morsel. They eat virtually all day and night, taking 
time to socialize and rest every so often for a few minutes at a time. 
When they know that they always have access to forage, they become 
calm and relaxed, rest more often, and walk away from their hay, know-
ing that it will still be there when they return. In other words, they 
“self-regulate” and eat only what they need to maintain a healthy body 
condition.
 
Forage restriction is incredibly stressful. Why should this matter?  Be-
cause stress causes the release of the hormone cortisol, which in turn 
leads to elevated insulin. When insulin is high, it tells the body to store 
fat. Your goal? Get rid of the stress. Feed an appropriate forage (low 
in sugar and starch) free-choice and allow the horse to tell you how 
much he needs. There are some horses, however, who gain weight very 
quickly when given forage free-choice. The reason has to do with the 
sluggish metabolic rate they’ve developed over time. When forage is 
parceled out only a few times a day, the horse responds by going into 
“survival mode,” where his metabolic rate significantly slows down in 
an attempt to conserve body fat. A cycle of ever-increasing obesity is 
created that can be reversed only through exercise and removing the 
hormonal fat-storing response that forage restriction creates. 
 
Slow-feeders, when used properly, are an excellent way to do reduce 
stress. As their name suggests, they slow down the rate of consump-
tion by providing hay through small openings. When slow feeders are 
kept full, they allow the horse to graze whenever he wants, thereby 
encouraging the horse to eat less and still have free access to forage.
 

The best approach is feeding off the ground
 
Chewing with the head low is more in line with the horse’s natural 
physiology, creating even pressure on the teeth and allowing the jaw 
bone to move freely in all directions. Furthermore, the muscles, joints, 
tendons, ligaments and bone structure are not stressed when horses 
can grab hay in a straight downward motion. Eating with their heads 
down also protects their eyes and respiratory tract against mold spores 
and dust and provides for better nasal drainage.
 

How to start
 
Use at least two feeders per horse and place them as far apart as pos-
sible. Even if your horse is in a stall or small paddock, place one on 
either end of the area. Many slow-feeders made of hard material can 
accommodate two or possibly three horses at a time, but it is prefer-

able to have more feeders to encourage movement, satisfy the horse’s 
natural curiosity, and minimize squabbles among herd members.
 
Gradually allow your horse to become accustomed to this method of 
feeding by placing some hay in the feeder as well as loose on the 
ground next to it.  After a few days, most horses will get the hang of the 
slow-feeder. Some take longer, so don’t force the issue; let your horse 
get used to it at his own pace.
 
If your feeder contains a grate, leave it off for a few days as your horse 
becomes familiar with lowering his head inside the feeder. Once you 
add the grate, pull hay through the openings to help get him started. 
 
Supervise your horse during this period, watching for signs of frustra-
tion. Frustration is a form of stress and needs to be avoided. 
 
Types of slow-feeders
 
Nets
 
Hay nets are not the same as slow-feeder nets.  Hay nets typically have 
very large openings, in which your horse can easily become tangled. 
Slow-feeder nets provide openings that are much smaller. I recommend 
1.5 to 1.75 inches for a full-sized horse; anything smaller may cause 
undo frustration; fatigue can also set in, causing the horse to stop eat-
ing.

On the other hand, if the hole is too large, the horse will typically eat 
as much as if the hay were loose on the ground. Researchers at the 
University of Minnesota[i] demonstrated that horses took longer to con-
sume their hay as the hole size was decreased. Therefore, it is best to 
choose a hole size that will slow down feeding but not so small that it 
induces exasperation. 

It is best to purchase one from a reputable manufacturer rather than 
try to make your own. Cheaper fabrics can unravel and break, poten-
tially damaging teeth and worse, tragically leading to colic if your horse 
swallows fibers. Commercial products are made from heavy duty fab-
rics that resist tearing and fraying, and provide safety features as well 
as customer support.
 

The Correct Way to
Use Slow-Feeders

by Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D.
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Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. is an independent equine 
nutritionist with a wide U.S. and international 
following. Her research-based approach 
optimizes equine health by aligning physiology 
and instincts with correct feeding and nutrition 
practices.
 
Dr. Getty’s comprehensive resource book, Feed 
Your Horse Like a Horse, is available atwww.
GettyEquineNutrition.com -- buy it there and 
have it inscribed by the author, or get it at 
Amazon (www.Amazon.com) or other online 
retail bookstores. The seven separate volumes in 
Dr. Getty’s topic-centered Spotlight on Equine 
Nutrition series are available with special 
package pricing at her website, and also at 
Amazon in print and Kindle versions. Dr. Getty’s 
books make ideal gifts for equestrians.
 
Find a world of useful information for the 
horseperson at www.GettyEquineNutrition.
com: Sign up for Dr. Getty’s informative, free 
e-newsletter, Forage for Thought; browse 
her library of reference articles; search her 
nutrition forum; and purchase recordings of 
her educational teleseminars. Reach Dr. Getty 
directly atgettyequinenutrition@gmail.com. 
She is available for private consultations and 
speaking engagements.

Advantages of slow-feeder nets

• They come in a variety of sizes that can hold a few flakes, a whole 
bale, or even an entire round bale.
• There is flexibility in mounting them. Many can be attached to a wall, 
tree, or sturdy post at a low level. Some are designed to be on the 
ground, allowing the horse to eat in a more natural position.
 
Potential problems:

•  If there is room behind the bag, the horse could potentially get his 
head caught. If the fabric tears, a foot could get tangled in the net.
•  If the horse is shod, the net must be secured within a bin; you can 
also hang them high enough to prevent a shoe or nail from snagging on 
to the netting but this will create an awkward eating position.
• If laid on the ground, they must either be totally loose (expect them to 
get dirty) or be securely mounted so the horse cannot get a foot or his 
head caught below the feeder.
• If dangled from a tree or post, it can quickly become a source of 
frustration as it sways with every attempt to get a bite of hay. This 
can defeat your purpose in regulating consumption. Furthermore, if the 
horse were to rear near a feeder hanging from a tree or placed high in 
a stall, he could trap a hoof. 
• They need to be refilled frequently (unless a whole bale size is cho-
sen). Horses who run out of hay (even for 10 minutes) will never get the 
message that hay is always there and will not self-regulate.
 
Hard slow-feeders
 
The best ones are made of sturdy plastic or hard rubber that will not 
crack in very hot or cold temperatures and can withstand the abuse 
of being kicked or stepped on. Avoid wooden feeders. You might be 
tempted to build your own by placing a steel grid on top or on open 
sides of a container. This can create several hazards:

• There is high potential for sharp edges.
• Clips can get caught on halters or catch an ear or eyelid.
• Grids can tilt.
• Shod horses can trap a foot on the metal openings.
• Metal grates can damage teeth; horses can even get a tooth caught 
in this type of grid. 
• Grated vertical sides force the horse to turn his head sideways, which 
leads to neck strain.

Here again, choose a reputable manufacturer. Common styles include:

• The hay basket -- consists of a round metal frame which holds a 
removable plastic basket with large slats to allow for drainage.  Since 
the basket does not sit on the ground, the hay stays dryer. 
• Barrel or box type feeders -- these are well received by many horses; 
however, some horses find lowering their head inside a container to be 
mentally uncomfortable. Nevertheless, it is better to choose one that 
sits on the ground rather than forcing your horse to pull hay out from 
the bottom of a barrel that is hung. Make sure the openings are large 
enough and preferably rounded to prevent damage to the horse’s mouth 
and teeth.
 
Quality hard slow-feeders offer several advantages:

• They allow the horse to eat with their heads in a natural position.
• They are easy to fill with hay.
• Feeding can be shared with more than one horse.
• Dust and dirt tends to flow to the bottom.
 
Bottom line
 
When given the chance, horses will self-regulate their intake of for-
age. We can encourage this grazing behavior through the use of slow-
feeders. Using them correctly, respecting the horse’s need to graze 
at ground level, will help give your horse the opportunity to enjoy a 
healthy life and be more of what he was meant to be – a horse.
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“Rounding” the Circle

In the exercise, Baseball Diamond, you worked on 
steering by leaving out a base and cutting across 
to overcorrect a drift. Now, to perfect the round-
ness of your circles, ride the full diamond on a 
curving line. In other words, ride a perfect circle, 
using the four cor¬ners of the diamond as a guide 
to keep your circle from shrinking or bulging to 
become oblong, pear-shaped, or otherwise mis-
shapen (fig. A).

A. Perfecting circle shape

To perfect the roundness of your circles, use the 
Baseball Diamond again (see p. 71). Ride the 
diamond on a curving line at the lope, using the 
four “bases” as a guide to keep your circle from 
shrinking or bulging out. As you round each base, 
strive to make a perfectly curved track to the next 
base, then round that base the same way. This is 
how you “build” a perfect circle. Be sure to work 
equally on both leads. Over time, the feeling of 
riding a perfectly shaped circle will become sec-
ond nature to you and your horse.

For best results, place a visual marker, such as a 
traf¬fic cone, at each corner of the diamond. As 
you round the marker at a lope, strive to make 
a perfectly curved track to the next corner, then 
round that corner the same way you rounded 
the one before. In this way, you “build” a perfect 
circle.

Be sure to work equally on both leads. Over time, 
the feeling of riding a perfectly shaped circle will 
become second nature to you and your horse.

Cutting the Pie

When your horse is “hunting the circle” you’ve put 
him on, he’s on the same page as you. He’s look-
ing in the direction he’s going and staying true to 
the circle, even on a loose rein. If, instead, he’s 
looking over at the barn and thinking that’s where 
he’d rather be, that’s where he’s going to go when 
you give him slack in the rein. He’ll bow or drift 
out, ruining the symmetry of the circle. When 
this happens, fix it by Cutting the Pie. Let him go 
ahead and drift...for a few strides, anyway. Then, 
with both hands moving toward your inside belt 
loop, steer him on a straight line through the cen-
ter of the circle to the far side of it (as if cutting 
through the center of a pie), and pick up the track 
of the circle again, traveling in the same direc-
tion as you were. Put him on a loose rein again; if 
he drifts off course, guide him through the center 
of the circle again, picking up the track again on 
the far side. Viewed from above, your track should 
look roughly like a pie cut across in many places 
(fig. B).

B: Cutting the Pie

Teach your horse to “hunt the circle” (voluntarily 
stay on track, without drifting in or out) by using 
this exercise. Put your horse on a lope circle, then 

give him a loose rein. If he drifts (2), let him go for 
a few strides, then with both hands moving to-
ward your inside belt loop, steer him on a straight 
line through the center of the circle (3-5) to the far 
side of it, and pick up the track of the circle again 
(6 & 7). Then turn him loose again. If he drifts, 
repeat the correction (8-11). This way, you’re not 
continuously holding him on the circle—you’re 
training him to do it. Work equally on both leads.

Any time your horse is actually “hunting the cir-
cle” with his ears and nose just sit quietly; this 
becomes his reward. But when he starts to drift, 
cut through the cen¬ter again. What you’re do-
ing is putting him back on the circle whenever he 
strays, but not continuously holding him on the 
circle. You’re training him to do it.

Again, work equally on both leads. If you’re dili-
gent with this exercise, over time your horse will 
begin to “hunt the circle” consistently, so that only 
a minimum of reining from you is necessary.

Sandy Collier’s successful 
horse show record is 
reflective of her dedication, 
talent, and integrity as a 
horse trainer. She was the 
first and only woman horse 
trainer to win the prestigious 
NRCHA World Champion 
Snaffle Bit Futurity. In 2011, 
Sandy was inducted into The 
Cowgirl Hall of Fame.  Learn 
more at SandyCollier.com.

Exercises to
Perfect Your Circles

by Sandy Collier

http://sandycollier.com
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Elizabeth Woodward, Director of Forensic Ac-
counting and Litigation Support, and Nick Lynch, 
Associate Director of Forensic Accounting and 
Litigation Support Services, recently presented on 
fraud risk considerations at the University of Ken-
tucky’s National Conference on Equine Law. They 
covered top 10 considerations specific for equine 
clients and operations:

1. Horse farms are often controlled by high net 
worth absentee owners. Ensure proper controls 
are in place to mitigate fraud risk in their absence.

2. Farm management is often passionate about 
horses, but may lack financial sophistication. 
Make sure they are treating the farm like a busi-
ness and implementing proper internal controls.

3. Employees at farms (and related family of-
fices) may develop a sense of entitlement that al-
lows them to rationalize fraud based on the farm 
owner(s) lifestyle. (e.g., I give everything to this 
farm. Why shouldn’t I enjoy a higher lifestyle? 
They won’t miss the money anyway.) Be aware 
that this increases the risk of fraud.

4. Farms may rely on a single employee or small 
group of employees for all accounting functions. 
Ensure duties are properly segregated, especially 
within the cash receipt and disbursement pro-
cesses.

5. There sometimes is a lack of transparency in 
syndicate expenses. Ensure that expenses are 
being segregated and billed appropriately. Syndi-
cate managers and members should exercise due 
diligence to see that only appropriate expenses 
are being captured and billed.

6. An ethical culture is the cornerstone of a strong 
internal control environment. Management must 
set the tone; employees will tend to follow their 
lead.

7. Develop proper purchasing procedures, in-
cluding authorizations, approval thresholds and 
strong bidding practices.

8. Credit card usage is a common area of abuse 
and should be limited to necessary situations. 
Most expenses should follow the normal check 
disbursement or expense reimbursement (e.g., 

travel expenses) processes.

9. Horse farms often lack formal policies and pro-
cedures. Develop formal policies and require em-
ployees to review and acknowledge them.

10. Tips are the most likely source of fraud detec-
tion. Consider an ethics hotline to facilitate tips.

For more information, contact Elizabeth Woodward 
at ewoodward@deandorton.com or859.425.7677.

The above article was written by Elizabeth Wood-
ward, Director of Forensic Accounting and Litiga-
tion Support. Dean Dorton is a leading Kentucky 
full-service accounting and consulting firm, of-
fering accounting, tax, risk advisory, litigation 
support, healthcare consulting and technology 
consulting. Dean Dorton specializes in a range of 
accounting services and outsourced accounting.

Dean Dorton Allen Ford, PLLC, 500 W Jefferson 
St #1400, Louisville, KY 40202, (502) 589-6050 
www.deandorton.com
 

Top 10 Fraud Risk Considerations 
for Equine Clients
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As people begin and continue 
with their riding programs, a 
few things usually surface that 
have some bearing on success. 
Among them: consistent riding 
and personality and behavioral 
considerations.

Consistency. The key to suc-
cess as a trainer is develop-
ing high degree of skill at be-
ing consistent. You become a 
great showman or rider by de-
veloping the kind of consisten-
cy with which you follow your 
program exactly, religiously 
and with no deviation.

The rider should have at least 
average timing and average 
balance. If the rider can be ex-
tremely consistent, the horse 
is the one that has to be the 
athlete.

Personality. A rider should 
learn which type of personality 
he gets along with best. Usu-
ally, a more aggressive rider 
needs a quieter, less sensi-
tive horse. The more sensitive 
or quieter rider is going to get 
along with a more “feely” or 
explosive kind of horse.

Young trainers generally get 
along best in the beginning 
with really laid-back horses. 
As the trainers’ skills and con-
sistency, and knowledge of 
horses’ minds improves, these young people 
become able to train a more sensitive and 
feely horse.

Behavior. There’s always a cause when there 
is a behavior change in a horse. The wise 
trainer tries to recognize any factors that 
could result in behavior modification.

It’s a big mistake to start bestowing the 
horse with human tendencies. Even profes-
sional trainers can fall into the trap.

You hear, “He’s just decided he doesn’t want 
to do... “ or “He needs to figure out this.” 
A horse doesn’t decide things or figure out 
things. His behavior is a reaction to the be-

havior of his trainer, his environment, his 
health, libido and conditioning. Since you 
know these things, your job as trainer is not 
to let outside influences affect the horse or 
yourself!

I know that I’m a morning person. I want to 
get up in the morning, have coffee and break-
fast, and ride my futurity horses as early in 
the day as possible —before the phone calls, 
customer questions or business. I want to go 
to the barn with my mind uncluttered so I can 
focus on my horses and can devote my entire 
mental process to the goal of being consis-
tent about how I do everything and how I ask 
for everything.

Sometimes I might have a 
horse at a critical stage, where 
I think I’m just about to make 
a breakthrough, or I feel that 
things are not going well with 
a horse. Maybe it’s a day that 
started with a crisis and I’m 
behind schedule —or really 
rushed or out of sorts. I some-
times skip riding rather than 
ride in that instance; I’m in 
less than my optimum state 
of mind. I don’t want to allow 
my morale to have a negative 
impact on my horse at a criti-
cal time in his development. 
My lack of being tuned into my 
horse could be detrimental. If 
I’m not at my best, I don’t try 
to raise the degree of difficulty 
on any segment of training, but 
the only horse I actually skip is 
one at a critical stage.

Reasoning or 
Repetition?

It is important to know how a 
horse learns. Understanding 
equine learning enables the 
horseman to communicate 
with a horse on a daily basis.

People reason—horses don’t. 
People learn by generalization. 
Horses learn by differentiation 
and repetition.

A person might see a big green 
tractor in the north end of the 

pasture one day and investigate it to find 
that the large foreign object is not threaten-
ing. The next day, if the person goes into the 
pasture and the tractor is still there—but at 
the south end of the pasture—he probably 
would not bother to investigate; he learned 
the day before that the tractor is not harmful. 
The person also would reason that the trac-
tor probably is the same one he investigated 
the day before.

For the horse, things work much differently.

First, when he is released into the pasture, 
he scans the area, looking for any changes 
that could mean potential danger. That trac-

by Dick Pieper

Considerations
for Success

Photos courtesy of Ross Hecox
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Dick Pieper is internationally 
recognized as a horseman’s 
horseman and this iconic 
individual has influenced 
and developed the careers 
of riders and trainers for 
decades. After fifty plus 
years in the horse industry, 
his name has come to 
stand for a special brand of 
arena excellence that never 
compromised the welfare of 
the horse.

For more information go to 
dickpieper.com

tor interrupts the familiar picture, and he 
responds by using his two natural defenses, 
quick reaction and flight. He snorts and runs 
away, but since he is confined to the area 
and can’t leave, he might then carefully in-
vestigate every aspect of the pasture.

But even after investigating the tractor, and 
settling down, when the horse enters the 
pasture tomorrow and sees the same tractor 
in a different location, he most likely does 
not make the connection. To him, there is no 
connection between a change in the north 
end of the pasture and the tractor now in the 
south end. He’s not going to “figure it out,” 
or reason that is the same tractor. The horse 
notes the changed environment and reacts 
by being wary and careful because even a 
slight change in his surroundings could mean 
danger, just as it did to his wild ancestors.

A horse’s memory of how his environment 
looks is remarkable and even the smallest 
differences are noticed and noted. Likewise, 
he is just as aware of his rider. Changes in 
the rider, his actions and his methods speak 
just as loudly.

Have you ever played the game in which 
someone brings out a tray of items and tells 
everyone to look at them? Then later, the 
same tray is displayed—minus one item to 
be identified. Not everyone does well at this 
game.

A horse could play this game in that he 
has the ability to differentiate—recognize 
changes in his environment—and that ability 
is developed to an amazing degree. But the 
horse cannot reason what the change is.

Follow 
Performance
Horse Digest 

on all 
your favorite 

social media sites
@ HorseDigest

The Grooming Company

The Brands You Know & Love
Always at Your Favorite Tack & Feed Store

http://dickpieper.com
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=horse+grooming+solutions&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
http://www.horsedigests.com/subscribe/
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Through this great 
learning process of 
interviewing several 
highly respected and 
accomplished Team 
LIFELINE members, 
I have heard and 
reported on numer-
ous accounts of 
what the LIFELINE 
product has done for 
the equine athletes 
team members work 
with on a daily ba-
sis.  It didn’t take me 
long to realize these 
individuals were 
not using the prod-
uct BECAUSE they 
were asked to be a 
sponsor. Instead, 
they tried LIFELINE, 
it worked, and they chose to represent a 
product that proved itself. When a product is 
backed by trusted and respected individuals 
it is an appealing option for “average” con-
sumers like me.

I have been a user of the LIFELINE product 
since the beginning, trial period. What im-
pressed me was the product’s ability to pro-
vide a consistent, preventative measure that 
costs far less than repeated injections and 
pharmaceuticals. I have been lucky with my 
horses and have not had any major issues or 
injuries. Unfortunately, my daughter’s show 
horse suffered a suspensory injury this past 
year. Although LIFELINE is not able to prevent 
injuries like this, I do believe the product has 
provided the solid support he has needed to 

progress down the road to a full recovery. 
During his period of rest we needed to take 
him off grain, other than a small amount that 
we gave with the LIFELINE. By continuing to 
give him LIFELINE his body will be able to 
have a stronger focus on recovery and re-
ducing the swelling of the injured area rather 
than underlying gut and digestive issues.

After traveling to shows year-round and vis-
iting with several other “average” consum-
ers I’ve realized we are all looking for the 
same thing: A reasonable, economic and 
successful way to continue doing what we 
love most, and to help the equine athletes 
that make this possible thrive. If we run into 
the dreaded scenario involving an injury, we 
want to make sure we are providing the best, 

most consistent 
product to speed 
along the re-
covery process. 
LIFELINE is able 
to provide this 
needed consis-
tency.

I consider myself 
a “lifelong learn-
er” in this indus-
try.  Just like in 
school, I won’t 
pass every test 
with flying col-
ors and will hope 
at times I will be 
blessed with a 
retake.  But I will 
never stop striv-
ing to finish at the 

top of the class. We learn as we go and it’s 
necessary to use all of our acquired resourc-
es, sometimes making sure to reference the 
highlighted sections several times! For me, 
many of these valuable resources have been 
members of Team LIFELINE, who generously 
provide guidance to “average” consumers 
like me, and always lead by example.

Expertise + Credibility =

TEAM LIFELINE
by Jennifer Fjelstad

StableBoyKit.com
Find out more at:

Toy Haulers offer spacious living, a bathroom, 
king-size bed in a private bedroom that you can 
stand up in, and a complete kitchen equipped with 
a sink, stove and a full-size refrigerator/freezer!

The Stable Boy® modular kit allows an affordable 
“home away from home” for you AND your horses!

Convert your Toy Hauling RV into a horse stall!

VERSATILITY
redefined

http://horse.watchthemthrive.com/offer/
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The American Quarter Horse 
Association,  - To honor the 
contributions ranch horses 
have made to the heritage of 
the American Quarter Horse, 
the American Quarter Horse 
Association and AQHA Corpo-
rate Partner Zoetis are proud 
to announce Bartlett Ranch, 
an AQHA Ranching Heritage 
Breeder, as the recipient of the 
2016 Zoetis-AQHA Best Remu-
da Award.

Owned by Dr. H.B. “Woody” 
Bartlett and managed by 
Stephanie Bryant, Milton Scott, 
Woody Bartlett Jr. and Warren 
Bartlett, the Bartlett Ranch 
was established in Pike Road, 
Alabama, in 1954. Today the 
diversified cattle and horse 
operation is comprised of three 
properties located in Alabama, Texas and 
Wyoming with a combined land area totaling 
nearly 90,000 acres.

The Bartlett Ranch pastures and feeds out 
4,000 head of steers each year, calves 1,500 
commercial cows and owns more than 250 
American Quarter Horses. Bartlett Ranch-
bred horses are not only used by ranch 
cowboys as a vital part of the ranching op-
erations, but have also been extremely suc-
cessful in halter, cutting, barrel racing, rop-
ing and other rodeo events.

Dr. Bartlett’s passion for breeding American 
Quarter Horses has been a focus of the ranch 
since the 1950s.

“The goal of the Bartlett Ranch remuda pro-
gram is to produce horses that look good, 
have a quiet temperament and can be used 
for any type of work on or off the ranch,” Dr. 
Bartlett said in the ranch’s 2016 Best Re-
muda application. “Bartlett Ranch remuda 
horses are structurally sound and correct in 
conformation, minimizing lameness.”

All of the 2-year-old remuda horses are 
started during an annual colt starting clinic 
each year at the Wyoming ranch. The re-
nowned clinic, held for the past 20 years, 
is taught by “Cody” Bill Smith, three-time 
world champion Professional Rodeo Cow-
boys Association saddle bronc rider. At the 
ranch, all foals are halter broken at weaning. 
Care is taken to ensure gentleness is worked 
for and attained with the foals. The foals are 

handled on a regular basis for the next year 
and a half until they come to the clinic.

“The cowboys and horses of Bartlett Ranch 
are a winning combination, and the tradi-
tions of American ranching are alive and 
well,” said Dr. Bartlett.

Bartlett Ranch is an AQHA legacy breeder, 
and the ranch’s top resident stallions over 
the years include Handle Bar Doc, 1983 
National Cutting Horse Association world 
champion and NCHA Hall of Fame member; 
Preferred Pay, a son of the famous racehorse 
Dash For Cash; and Watch Two Eyed Buck, 
an AQHA Superior calf roping, Superior head-
ing, Superior heeling and Open Performance 
Champion. Dr. Bartlett recently added Very 
Special Playgun, a son of Playgun out of the 
mare Very Special Peppy, to his stallion ros-
ter.

Many of the Bartlett Ranch remuda horses 
have also found success outside of the ranch. 
A few of these American Quarter Horses in-
clude Reys Desire, Whats Your Handle, Raps 
Red River, Hav U Herd My Handle, Silky Rap 
and Aproach With Caution who have acco-
lades in events ranging from rodeo to cutting 
to halter.

Dr. Bartlett and Bartlett Ranch have received 
recognition and awards that support the im-
portance Dr. Bartlett places on education 
and community involvement. In addition to 
the AQHA Legacy Award for breeding Ameri-
can Quarter Horses for 50 consecutive years, 
awards include the Colorado State University 

Equine Industry Leader Award, 
induction into the Alabama 
Cattlemen’s Association Hall of 
Fame and recognition as a 2005 
AQHA Best Remuda Regional Fi-
nalist.

The Best Remuda Award began 
in 1992 and has since recog-
nized outstanding ranches for 
their efforts in raising American 
Quarter Horses, an important 
tool of their trade. Any ranch 
that has five or more American 
Quarter Horse mares used to 
produce horses for ranch work 
and is an AQHA Ranching Heri-
tage Breeder is eligible for this 
award. The award will be for-
mally presented to the Bartlett 
Ranch during the 2016 Work-
ing Ranch Cowboy’s Associa-
tion World Championship Ranch 

Rodeo held November 10-13 in Amarillo. 
Bartlett Ranch will also be recognized during 
the 2017National Cattlemen’s Beef Associa-
tion Convention February 1-3 in Nashville.

For more information on Bartlett Ranch, visit 
www.bartlettranch.com.
 

Bartlett Ranch Named

Zoetis AQHA Best Remuda
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After months of deliberation, the National Reined 
Cow Horse Association (NRCHA) Board of Direc-
tors has announced the NRCHA Snaffle Bit Futuri-
ty, one of the largest and most prestigious events 
in the Western performance horse industry, will 
be held at the historic Will Rogers Equestrian 
Center in Fort Worth, Texas, beginning in 2017. 
The NRCHA has committed to hold the Snaffle 
Bit Futurity in Fort Worth for the next three years, 
through 2019.

In December 2015, the NRCHA announced it was 
seeking a community partner to host the Snaffle 
Bit Futurity in 2017 and beyond. More than a doz-
en facilities made initial contact after the public 
request for proposal.  Four facilities - located in 
Denver, Fort Worth, Reno, and Scottsdale - sub-
mitted complete written bids detailing suitability 
and interest. The NRCHA outlined specific selec-
tion criteria, including facility location and ame-
nities; availability of incentive and sponsorship 
money; and reasonable access to cattle. 

“The Board took its time with this decision. All 
the proposals we received were attractive, with 
Fort Worth providing the most appealing package 
overall. The Will Rogers facility was much more 
affordable than the other locations, as far as what 
it is charging the NRCHA to hold the Futurity there. 
The amenities, cattle supply, and the central lo-
cation in a great city like Fort Worth, convinced 
the Board that it would be the ideal home for the 
Snaffle Bit Futurity,” said NRCHA President Todd 
Bergen, Eagle Point, Oregon.

Further adding to Fort Worth’s appeal was a sub-
stantial Futurity added money offer from a group 
of reined cow horse owners, breeders, exhibitors, 
and professionals, representing all regions of the 
U.S.. This coalition supported the Fort Worth loca-
tion by pledging a large bonus to the payout for 
three years if the Futurity moved there. The bonus 
added money currently stands at six figures and 
growing, as more supporters join the effort.

“This additional money means we will be award-
ing the 2017 through 2019 Futurity Open Cham-
pion a check for $125,000, as compared to our 
traditional $100,000 payout,” said NRCHA Vice-

President Paul Bailey, Sparta, Tennessee. “Fur-
thermore, it is our hope that this funding will allow 
us to award all the Futurity Open finalists a check 
for at least $10,000, as well as increase the pay-
out for the Futurity Non-Pro divisions.”

Besides the venue change, the 2017 Snaffle Bit 
Futurity will also come with a date change, ten-
tatively scheduled for October 1 - 14. Exhibitors 
can also look forward to a more forgiving show 
schedule, because the NRCHA will have access 
to the entire Will Rogers Equestrian Center com-
plex, including all show, warmup and sale arenas, 
barns, and exhibit space. This will permit the 
association to streamline the schedule to better 
accommodate participants and spectators, while 
continuing to offer an exciting lineup of Snaffle Bit 
Futurity Horse Sales and a vibrant shopping expe-
rience at the popular Best of the West Trade Show.

“We anticipate growth across the board at the 
Snaffle Bit Futurity in 2017 and beyond,” Bergen 
said. “Moving to Fort Worth puts our biggest event 
in the middle of the country, within easier reach 
for participants, and we are expecting growth in 

entries. As if the Futurity didn’t give a reined cow 
horse fan enough reason to come to Fort Worth 
in early October, that time of year usually means  
wonderful weather, not to mention all the rec-
reational and cultural opportunities outside the 
show arena.”

Bergen emphasized the gravity of the Board’s 
decision to re-locate the Futurity from its historic 
home on the West coast. Reno has been home to 
the majority of Snaffle Bit Futurities since the first 
event in 1970.

“There is an emotional attachment to the Snaffle 
Bit Futurity being a West coast event, and I be-
lieve all of us on the Board acknowledge the his-
tory with Reno. The Board labored long and hard 
over this decision. We were very engaged in the 
process of trying to ensure that we chose what 
was in the best interest of the NRCHA for its fu-
ture growth. We look to the future with optimism, 
feeling as if we have taken a positive step for the 
entire association,” Bergen said.

National Reined Cow Horse Association 
Selects New Snaffle Bit Futurity Venue

The NRCHA’s largest Premier Event moves to Fort Worth, Texas, in 2017
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•Humane Lok Tuff Stall Mats
•Harrows 
•Equi-Cushion Arena Footing
•Mill Creek Manure Spreaders

www.manelines.com • Cell 715-828-2640  • tod@wwt.net

2 LOCATIONS

Check out our used saddles online!
             

Sign-up Online to Receive Info on
Special Events and Valuable Coupons!
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IS YOUR HORSE READY?
PREPARE YOUR HORSE FOR THE STRESS OF COMPETITION 
WITH LIFELINE® EQUINE PERFORMANCE SUPPLEMENTS.

LIFELINE Equine Performance Supplements are made with serum-based active ingredient BioThrive®, which contains important immune 

factors, immunoglobulins and bioactive proteins.

Stress disrupts gut barrier function. A clinical study has shown that LIFELINE Equine supplements help maintain normal gut barrier function 

and a healthy GI tract.

STRESS.

SEE RESULTS IN JUST 14 DAYS.
WatchThemThrive.com   |   1.855.91.HORSE (46773)

And that can help keep your horse ready for any challenge.

©
 bar H Photography

http://horse.watchthemthrive.com/offer/
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CLASSIFIEDS

Affordable website design & hosting.  
Three page website special $125. 
Classifieds, Country Kitchen, fea-
tured stallion & more!  
www.stallionstation.com

SERVICES
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Ladies Ruby 
aRena Fit shiRt
item: 461-440

Arena
ReAdy

Get

LincoLn • nebraska city • coLumbus FortBrands.com

when you purchase one of these saddles 
enter promo code gc100 at checkout

$100 Gift 
cARd *

*VaLid on in-stock 
saddLes shown aboVe. 

not VaLid with any otheR 
oFFeR. expiRes 7/31/16

$246295

martin saddlery® 

Btr Barrel saddle
was $3526

item: 468-178

$201995

circle y® Xp 
celeste roper

was $2870

NOW
item: 467-147

$238295

martin saddlery® 

Btr Barrel saddle
was $3424

item: 468-177

$213495

rope smart 
roper 1/2 Breed

was $3042

item: 468-176

NOW

NOW NOW

https://www.fortbrands.com



